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DIAGRAM COMPLEXES, FORMALITY, AND CONFIGURATION SPACE INTEGRALS
FOR SPACES OF BRAIDS
RAFAL KOMENDARCZYK, ROBIN KOYTCHEFF, AND ISMAR VOLIC´
Abstract. We use rational formality of configuration spaces and the bar construction to study the
cohomology of the space of braids in dimension four or greater. We provide a diagram complex for braids
and a quasi-isomorphism to the de Rham cochains on the space of braids. The quasi-isomorphism is given
by a configuration space integral followed by Chen’s iterated integrals. This extends results of Kohno
and of Cohen and Gitler on the cohomology of the space of braids to a CDGA suitable for integration.
We show that this integration is compatible with Bott-Taubes configuration space integrals for long links
via a map between two diagram complexes. As a corollary, we get a surjection in cohomology from the
space of long links to the space of braids. We also discuss to what extent our results apply to the case
of classical braids.
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1. Introduction
We study the cohomology of the space of m-strand braids in Rn+1, n ≥ 3, via complexes of diagrams
and integration maps from these complexes. One ingredient is the bar complex on cochains of a space,
which is well-known to compute the cohomology of the based loop space, and (pure) braids are precisely
loops in the configuration space. On the other hand, the cochain algebra of configuration spaces is
quasi-isomorphic to a complex of diagrams D(m), which was used by Kontsevich [48] to establish the
rational formality of configuration spaces. (That is, there is a CDGA map from D(m) to the cochain
algebra inducing an isomorphism on rational cohomology.) We combine these ideas to show that a bar
complex B(D(m)) of braid diagrams produces all the cohomology of the space of braids, via integration.
We then relate the integrals from this bar complex to the integrals from a complex LD(m) of long link
diagrams, which produce cohomology classes in the space Ln+1m of long m-component links in R
n+1, as
previously studied by the last two authors. The commutative diagram in the theorem below summarizes
our main results. In the rest of this introduction we elaborate on its individual components. We will
also mention various consequences that can be deduced from the maps in the square. Even though all
the results are stated for braids in dimension four or greater, some of them apply to classical braids as
well, and we will gather those separately in Section 6.
Theorem 5.19. Let n ≥ 3. Then there is a commutative square of maps of cohomology with real
coefficients:
H0,∗(LDf(m))
r
Bott−Taubes //
ϕ

H∗(Ln+1m )
ι∗

H∗(B(D(m)))
r
Chen
◦
r
formality
∼=
// H∗(ΩConf(m,Rn))
(1)
The maps are induced by CDGA maps, provided de Rham cochains are used in the spaces on the right.
In Section 1.1, we will discuss the bottom horizontal map; In Section 1.2, we will describe the right
vertical map; In Section 1.3, we will discuss the top horizontal map and the left vertical map.
1.1. Configuration space formality integrals, the bar construction, and Chen integrals. Let
Conf(m,Rn) be the based configuration space of m ≥ 1 points in Rn, n ≥ 3, namely
Conf(m,Rn) = {(x1, ..., xm) ∈ (R
n)m : xi 6= xj for i 6= j}.
Kontsevich [48] defined quasi-isomorphisms of commutative differential graded algebras (CDGAs)
C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
I
←− D(m)
I
−→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)). (2)
Here C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n)) is the de Rham cochain algebra and D(m) is a certain complex of diagrams
(see Section 3.1). The map I is easy to define, so the crux of the construction is the map I (denoted
by
r
formality in the diagram (1)), which is given by integration of differential forms over configuration
spaces (see Section 3.2). The proof that this is a quasi-isomorphism is subtle and ingenious. 1
Now one can take cochains and cohomology CDGAs C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n)) and H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) and
perform the standard algebraic bar construction to obtain bar complexes, which are CDGAs (and more-
over Hopf algebras), that we will denote by B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))) and B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))). (The
bar construction is reviewed in Section 2.1.) Similarly, the bar construction on D(m) gives another
1In fact, Kontsevich proved more, namely that the little balls operad is formal; an elaboration of this proof can be found
in [55].
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CDGA, B(D(m)). We will observe that the maps I and I pass through the bar construction and will
consequently, for n ≥ 3 and m ≥ 1, get CDGA quasi-isomorphisms, over R (Theorem 3.6):
B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n)))
I
←− B(D(m))
I
−→ B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))) (3)
The map I is precisely
∫
formality from (1). Now, for n ≥ 3, the left CDGA in (3) is quasi-isomorphic
to cochains on the based loop space ΩConf(m,Rn); see Theorem 2.4. (This fact can be viewed as
a consequence of a theorem on cosimplicial models for mapping spaces, such as the geometric cobar
construction for ΩX; see Section 2.2.) By taking ΩConf(m,Rn) to consist of piecewise smooth loops
and using de Rham cochains, one can realize this quasi-isomorphism via Chen’s iterated integrals.
To explain, the de Rham cohomology of a loop space ΩM was first defined by Chen in [19, 22] in a
general setting of a differentiable space M . More precisely, Chen constructed a double complex
Ch∗,∗(M) =
⊕
p,q≥0
Ch−p,q(M), Ch−p,q(M) =
〈w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp | ωi ∈ C
∗
dR(M)
〉
of so called iterated integrals which can be formally viewed as a subcomplex of differential forms
C∗dR(ΩM) on ΩM . Further, in [21, 36] Chen defined a natural chain map, which we will refer to
as Chen’s integration map, from the bar complex of C∗dR(M) to Ch
∗,∗(M):
w
Chen
: B(C∗dR(M)) −→ Ch
∗,∗(M) ⊂ C∗dR(ΩM),
[ω1|ω2| · · · |ωp] −→
w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp.
(4)
This map is a quasi-isomorphism for simply connected M as proved in [19, 22]. In view of the classical
results [4, 27] one concludes that the iterated integrals determine H∗(ΩM). We will review Chen’s
complex in Section 4 where we deduce Chen’s theorem using the machinery of cosimplicial spaces
presented in the second part of Section 2.
In our setting, the configuration space Conf(m,Rn) is simply connected for n ≥ 3, and the quasi-
isomorphism (4) thus becomes the quasi-isomorphism
B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))) −→ C∗dR(ΩConf(m,R
n)). (5)
This is what was referred to as
r
Chen in the diagram (1).
Composing the quasi-isomorphisms I =
r
formality from (3) and
r
Chen from (5) gives the bottom map in
the diagram (1), which is one of our primary results:
Theorem 3.7. For n ≥ 3 and m ≥ 1, there is a quasi-isomorphism of CDGAs
B(D(m)) −→ C∗dR(ΩConf(m,R
n)) (6)
which can be realized as the formality integration map I : B(D(m)) −→ B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))) followed
by Chen’s integration map. Moreover, the induced map in cohomology is an isomorphism of Hopf
algebras.
Of course, ΩConf(m,Rn) is precisely the space of (pure) braids in Rn+1. The left side is thus a
diagram complex that captures all of the cohomology of the space of braids in dimension four or
greater. Accordingly, we call B(D(m)) the braid diagram complex.
A consequence of the quasi-isomorphisms in (3) that goes beyond what is captured in the diagram
(1) is that we can use the CDGA on the right side to compute the cohomology of the space of braids
(Corollary 3.8). This cohomology was already known from work of Cohen and Gitler [23]. In fact, they
showed that the homology is given as
H∗(ΩConf(m,R
n);Z) ∼= ULm(n− 2),
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where U denotes the universal enveloping algebra, and Lm(n− 2) is the Lie algebra on generators Bij
of degree n − 2, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, satisfying the Yang–Baxter Lie relations (a.k.a. the infinitesimal braid
relations) below, where Bji := (−1)
nBij. We will denote these relations by YB:
[Bij , Bjk +Bik] = 0, [Bij , Bkℓ] = 0, i, j, k, ℓ distinct. (7)
The above homology can be further identified with an algebra BCD(m) of chord diagrams on m (braid)
segments (see Definition 3.13). Each Bij corresponds to a diagram with just one chord with endpoints
on segments i and j, and the product in ULm(n− 2) corresponds to stacking of diagrams. This space
of chord diagrams modulo the above relations is dual to a subspace of our braid diagram complex
B(D(m)). Indeed, we represent generators αij of H
∗(Conf(m,Rn)) by chord diagrams Γij (linear dual
to the homology classes Bij). Applying a result of Priddy [64] on the bar complex, we recover the
dual in cohomology of the Cohen–Gitler result. This calculation may be well-known to experts (see
e.g. [12, 13]), but we provide the details here in terms of the cohomology of the space of braids.
Theorem 3.14. For n ≥ 3 and m ≥ 1, H∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)) is given by linear combinations of chord
diagrams satisfying the four-term (4T) and shuffle relations (the dual of the Yang–Baxter Lie relations).
There are two consequences we can deduce from Theorems 3.7 and 3.14 which recover and refine
theorems of Kohno [42, 43], who studied Chen’s constructions for braids [40, 41, 42] in the context of
finite type invariants [69].
Namely, let Pm := π0(Conf(m,R
2)), the pure braid group on m strands. Let J be the augmentation
ideal in the group ring R[Pm]. If we set Vk(Pm) := R[Pm]/(J
k+1), then Vk(Pm) is the space of R-valued
finite type k (Vassiliev) invariants of pure braids on m strands. Functionals on chord diagrams with k
chords which vanish on sums of the form (7) are well-known to correspond to finite type k invariants of
pure braids:
(BCDk(m)/(YB))
∗ ∼= Vk(Pm)/Vk−1(Pm).
The left side also corresponds exactly to classes of degree k(n − 2) in H∗(Ω(Conf(m,Rn))) in Theo-
rem 3.14. This theorem thus immediately implies that
Hk(n−2)(ΩConf(m,Rn)) ∼= Vk(Pm)/Vk−1(Pm), (8)
as observed by Kohno [42, Theorem 4.1]. He also notes that for even n, the filtration quotients fit
together to give isomorphisms of Hopf algebras, by considering all possible k at once. In the classical
case of ΩConf(m,R2), Kohno additionally uses Chen’s integrals and residual nilpotence of Pm to show
in [41] that finite type invariants separate pure braids, or equivalently H0(ΩConf(m,R
2)).
This connection to finite type invariants is more than peripheral; we use it to establish the relationship
to Bott–Taubes configuration space integrals for long links in Rn+1, n ≥ 3 (as briefly discussed in
Section 1.3).
Kohno’s other result of relevance here is [42, Theorem 5.1]. Our Theorem 3.7 refines that result, which
states that every cohomology class in the space of braids is represented by a Chen integral of the form∑
ai1j1...ipjp
w
ωi1j1 · · ·ωipjp +
(
iterated integrals of length < p
)
(9)
where the coefficients ai1j1...ipjp satisfy the Yang–Baxter Lie relations. Specifically, for γ ∈ B(D(m)),
write γ = γ′ + γ′′, where γ′ consists of all the chord diagram terms in γ. Let
∫
γ denote the image
of γ under the map in Theorem 3.7. Then the expression (9) corresponds exactly to
∫
γ′ +
∫
γ′′. In
the formality zig-zag (3), the map I to cohomology is zero on γ′′. Thus I captures
∫
γ′, where the
Yang–Baxter relations are necessary conditions on γ′ for γ to be closed. Our refinement is that via
the formality integration map I to cochains, we get the full expression for
∫
γ, including the iterated
integrals of length < p.
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For example, the following linear combination γ′ of chord diagrams on m = 3 strands, with p = 2
chords, satisfies the Yang–Baxter relations:
− + ∈ (BCD(3)/(YB))∗
One can show that this class spans (BCD(3)/(YB))∗ and hence for n ≥ 3, it spansH2(n−2)(ΩConf(m,Rn)).
However, to get a formula for an integral, one needs the full expression
µ123 := − + − ∈ B(D(m)) (10)
for the cocycle corresponding to this class. (This is because for n ≥ 3, the three-term relation (56)
in the cohomology of configuration space is only an exact form, not identically zero.) The map I to
(BCD(3)/(YB))∗ is zero on the tripod γ′′ (the rightmost diagram in (10)), but the integral
∫
γ′′ may
be nonzero. See Example 5.12, also mentioned in Section 1.3, for another example.
1.2. Viewing braids as links. Let
Ln+1m = Embc
(∐
m
R, Rn+1
)
be the space of compactly supported long links of m strands in Rn+1, namely the space of embeddings
of
∐
mR in R
n+1 which outside of
∐
m I agree with 2m fixed affine-linear maps with disjoint images.
We may assume that these linear maps pass through the points (xi, 0) and (xi, 1), where (x1, ..., xm)
is the basepoint in Conf(m,Rn). The space ΩConf(m,Rn) of braids in Rn+1 is a subspace of Ln+1m .
More precisely, view a braid β as m maps xi : I → R
n, i = 1, ...,m, such that xi(t) 6= xj(t) for all
i 6= j and for all t ∈ I and such that xi(0) = xi(1) is the basepoint. A long link is determined by
m embeddings I → Rn+1 with disjoint images, with the endpoints mapping to the boundary of the
box. (This embedding is extended outside the box in the prescribed way, smoothing the maps at the
boundary of the box if necessary.) Then the inclusion ι of the space of braids into the space of links is
given by
ι : ΩConf(m,Rn) −→ Ln+1m
[β : t 7→ (x1(t), ..., xm(t))] 7−→ [(ti 7→ (ti, xi(ti)))
m
i=1].
The right vertical map ι∗ in the diagram (1) is then just the map induced on cohomology by ι by the
standard pullback of (smooth) singular cochains.
1.3. Bott–Taubes integrals for long links and the map of diagram complexes. Configuration
space integrals, originally due to Bott and Taubes [15], have shown to be effective in understanding the
cohomology of knots and links. The application of this theory to long links was studied in [52], where
one defines a link diagram complex LD(m) and a chain map
LD(m) −→ C∗dR(L
n+1
m ),
often called the Bott–Taubes configuration space integral. The map is given by integrating differential
forms over configuration spaces, where the combinatorics of the integrals is encoded by the complex
LD(m). We will review the complex LD(m) and the above map in Section 5.
The above map essentially induces the top horizontal map
∫
Bott−Taubes from the diagram (1) on coho-
mology, except one must first restrict to a subspace LDf(m) of forest diagrams. The reason why this
restriction is needed comes from the last remaining map in the diagram, ϕ.
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To explain, we will construct a map from the link diagram complex to the braid diagram complex
(Definition 5.7),
ϕ : LD(m) −→ B(D(m)), (11)
given by modifying a link diagram in almost the simplest possible way to make it graphically look like
a braid diagram. However, we will only be able to show that ϕ is a chain map when restricted to a
subspace of cocycles of trivalent forests in LDf(m). The complex LD(m) is bigraded by order and
defect (see Section 5.3), and the restriction of (11) maps from the cohomology with defect zero onto the
cohomology of B(D(m)) (Theorem 5.15). The proof of this surjectivity uses results from the classical
case n = 2, i.e. Vassiliev invariants of long links and pure braids in R3. We will thus get the left column
of the square (1), where we abuse notation by using ϕ again for the map induced on cohomology:
ϕ : H0,n(LDf(m)) // // H
∗(B(D(m)))
We will then show that ϕ is compatible with integration, giving us the commutativity of that square,
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 5.19.
As one consequence (Corollary 5.21), we get that for n ≥ 3, the inclusion of the space of braids into
the space of long links in Rn+1 induces a surjection in cohomology
H∗(Ln+1m )։ H
∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)). (12)
Although the surjectivity of ϕ comes from knowledge of Vassiliev invariants rather than a diagrammatic
argument involving ϕ itself, this Corollary requires the full diagram (1). Indeed, to know that the
surjection (12) is induced by the inclusion of spaces, one needs the commutativity of (1) and thus the
map ϕ itself.
Another consequence is that B(D(m)) provides integral formulae with no more terms than those coming
from LD(m), and in many cases strictly fewer. On the one hand, the element µ123 ∈ B(D(m)) from
(10) coincides exactly with an element in the diagram complex LD(m) for long links, so no simplification
occurs in this case. On the other hand (Example 5.12), we may consider
− + − + ± ± ± ,
a cocycle with 8 terms in B(D(m)) representing a class in H3(n−2)(Ω(Conf(m,Rn)). This class also
comes from a cocycle in LD(m) – as guaranteed by Theorem 5.15 – but the latter cocycle has (at the
very least) more than 11 terms. In the classical case n = 2, this cocycle corresponds to a finite type 3
invariant of pure braids.
For n = 2, µ123 corresponds to the triple linking number for long links, and the lack of simplification
under the map ϕ is representative of the situation for all “Milnor link homotopy invariant” classes, as
follows: Since Milnor invariants are of finite type, the identification (8) provides a cohomology class
for each such invariant. In Proposition 5.17, we will show that for such a class, the corresponding
sum of diagrams in B(D(m)) (and thus the associated integral) has exactly the same terms as the
corresponding one in LD(m).
1.4. Heuristics and remarks. Theorem 5.19 unifies various approaches to the study of the cohomology
of spaces of braids: the bar construction, configuration space formality, Chen integrals, and Bott-Taubes
configuration space integrals. While each of these constructions is familiar, we bring them together in
a novel way through exposition that is as self-contained as possible.
The heuristic behind the compatibility of these constructions is as follows: The complex LD(m) encodes
the combinatorics of the integration that produces cohomology classes of links. It indexes collections
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of configuration points where some points move on the link and some points move in the ambient
space. Certain directions between the points are recorded, and, intuitively, these directions capture
the complexity of the link. In this construction, we may choose the directions to lie in an equatorial
Sn−1 ⊂ Sn perpendicular to the x1 axis (where (x1, . . . , xn+1) are coordinates on R
n+1). For an
arbitrary link, such directions may be attained regardless of where the configuration points are on the
strands. However, because braids always “flow with constant speed in the x1 direction,” such directions
are only attained between configuration points that lie in “time slice” Rn perpendicular to the flow of
the braids. Thus for braids, it suffices to consider diagrams where components lie in parallel planes.
The combinatorics and algebra of such diagrams is organized precisely by the bar construction. The
map (11) makes this precise as it sends a diagram in LD(m) (that indexes a configuration of points
anywhere) to a diagram that indexes configurations lying in parallel planes perpendicular to the flow of
the braid.
Now, integrating forms over configuration spaces indexed by the bar complex of diagrams to produce
forms on the space of braids can be regarded as a two-step process: First take a diagram with free
vertices and integrate over all possible positions of the configuration points (in Rn) corresponding to
those free vertices. This is the formality integration. What remains is an integral over all possible
positions of the time slices, each given by (0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tp ≤ 1) ∈ ∆
p. The Chen iterated integral
is this second step, which produces a form on the space of braids. The bottom map in (1) is the
composition of these two integrations.
Since the map (6) is a quasi-isomorphism, it is natural to ask whether the same is true for the map (11),
namely whether LD(m) captures all the cohomology of links (and knots). This is a standing conjecture,
posed in the early days of the Bott-Taubes configuration space integration [18]. Our affirmative answer
for the case of braids provides evidence that this conjecture might indeed be true.
In the case of classical braids, our Theorem 5.19 still applies, except that the bottom horizontal map is
not an isomorphism (see Section 6). In this situation, our work bears some relation to the Kontsevich
integral, which is a universal finite type invariant of tangles (including knots, links, and braids) in R3,
meaning that it provides a construction of any finite type invariant out of certain combinations of
diagrams.2 In fact, for n = 2, the zig-zag (2) can be replaced by a map directly from cohomology to
cochains, requiring no integration. Then the map (6) is given simply by the Chen integral, as studied in
[40]. Classes in H∗(Conf(m,R2)) can be identified with chord diagrams in D(m), and the Chen integral
for classical braids is the prototype of the Kontsevich integral for general tangles. In this setting, chords
correspond to propagators coming from S1. The Bott–Taubes configuration space integral is, up to an
anomaly term, also a universal finite type invariant of knots, links, and braids in R3, but with a propagator
coming from S2. It is an open conjecture that in the classical case, the Bott–Taubes integral (a.k.a. the
Chern–Simons invariant) and Kontsevich integral (a.k.a the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov invariant) agree
[47, p. 149]. Our Theorem 5.19 affirms the compatibility in the case of braids, not only in the classical
case but also in the more general setting of braids in Euclidean spaces of arbitrary dimension.
In the view of the generalization of Chen’s integrals to mapping spaces Map(M,N) by [32, 14], the
study of the cohomology of ΩConf(m,Rn) via the diagram complex D(m) should admit a natural
generalization to the space Map(M,Conf(m,Rn)). This should have interesting applications to the
homotopy invariants of link maps, as originally investigated by Koschorke in [50, 51], as well as geometric
questions in knot theory and related areas of physics [26, 46, 44, 45]. Graph complexes similar to D(m)
appear in recent work generalizing this CDGA model from configurations in Euclidean space to manifolds
[17, 38], as well as recent work on spaces of long embeddings Emb(Rm,Rn) and their deloopings [6, 30].
We will explore these avenues and connections in future work.
2Note that the diagrams in D(m) and LD(m) represent elements dual to the space of diagrams considered e.g. by
Bar-Natan [9]. This is analogous to our comparison with the Cohen–Gitler theorem above, where we consider cohomology
rather than homology.
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1.5. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we review the bar construction on an algebra and the
geometric cobar construction on a space. We then recall the notion of rational formality of a space
and examine how it interacts with the cobar construction. In Section 3, we apply this general setup
to the case of configuration spaces of points in Euclidean space. We review the diagram complex and
integrals that guarantee their formality, and we use formality to rederive the calculation the cohomology
of spaces of braids in terms of chord diagrams. In Section 4, we review Chen’s iterated integrals for the
loop space of a simply connected manifold and recover Chen’s Theorem on de Rham cohomology of the
loop space as a consequence of general results of Section 2. In Section 5, we first review Bott–Taubes
configuration space integrals for long links, including the associated diagram complex. We then define
the map of diagram complexes and prove its desired properties, establishing our main theorem. The
Appendix has a proof of a statement related to orientations of diagrams.
1.6. Acknowledgments. The third author would like to thank the Simons Foundation for its support
and University of Sarajevo for its hospitality. He would also like the thank Pascal Lambrechts and Yves
Fe´lix for helpful discussions on formality of mapping spaces.
2. The cobar construction, formality, and the cohomology of the loop space
In this section, we discuss the interaction of rational formality with the geometric cobar construction,
which is a standard model for the loop space. The main consequences on the cohomology of the loop
space are Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. These are general results which may be of independent
interest and will be applied to the special case of braids in Section 3. We will assume that the reader is
familiar with the basics of (co)simplicial objects and totalizations, as well as with (graded-)commutative
differential graded algebras (CDGAs).
2.1. Bar construction of an algebra. SupposeA is a differential graded algebra (DGA) with differential
d that raises degree. Then the bar construction B•(A) is a simplicial chain complex with
Bp(A) = A
⊗p, (13)
spanned by elements a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap. In keeping with more standard notation, we will denote these
elements by [a1| · · · |ap]. Face maps are given by
di : A
⊗p −→ A⊗(p−1), 0 ≤ i ≤ p (14)
[a1| · · · |ap] 7−→

[a2| · · · |ap], i = 0;
[a1| · · · |aiai+1| · · · |ap], 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1;
[a1| · · · |ap−1], i = p,
and degeneracies are given by
si : A
⊗p −→ A⊗p+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 (15)
[a1| · · · |ap] 7−→ [a1| · · · |ai| 1 |ai+1| · · · |ap].
One can form a double complex
B∗,∗(A) =
⊕
p,q≥0
B−p,q(A) (16)
where
B−p,q(A) = (A⊗p)q/
( p−1∑
i=0
im(si)
)
(17)
where (A⊗p)q means the monomials A⊗p whose degrees add up to q.
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Since we took out the images of the degeneracies, this produces the normalized complex; the degen-
eracies form an acyclic part of the double complex. The differentials are
δ1 : B
−p,q(A) −→ B−p,q+1(A) (18)
[a1| · · · |ap] 7−→
p∑
i=1
(−1)ε(i−1)[a1| · · · |dai| · · · |ap],
δ2 : B
−p,q(A) −→ B−p+1,q(A) (19)
[a1| · · · |ap] 7−→
p∑
i=0
(−1)ε(i)di[a1| · · · |ap]
where ε(i) =
∑i
j=1(|aj | + 1). We will refer to these differentials as “vertical” and “horizontal”,
respectively.
Now take the total complex, or totalization, of the double complex B∗,∗(A), which can be denoted by
TotB∗,∗(A), but we will use the more standard shorter notation
B(A) := TotB∗,∗(A). (20)
In degree k, this complex is
B(A)k =
⊕
k=q−p
B−p,q(A) (21)
with the total differential
δ : B−p,q(A) −→ B−p,q+1(A)⊕ B−p+1,q(A) (22)
given by δ = δ1 + δ2. This is the (normalized) bar complex, or the (normalized) Hochschild complex of
A. Its homology is the Hochschild homology of A.
The complex B(A) is always a differential graded coalgebra. The coproduct ∆ (which preserves total
degree) is given by deconcatenation:
∆: B∗,∗(A) −→ B∗,∗(A)⊗ B∗,∗(A) (23)
[a1| · · · |ap] 7−→
p∑
i=0
[a1| · · · |ai]⊗ [ai+1| · · · |ap],
If A is graded-commutative (i.e. a CDGA), then the bar complex has a graded-commutative shuffle
product which satisfies the graded Leibniz rule with respect to the differential δ. It is given by
[a1| · · · |ap] ∗ [ap+1| · · · |ap+p′ ] =
∑
shuffles σ of p+ p′
(−1)τ(i)[aσ(1)| · · · |aσ(p+p′)] (24)
where τ(i) =
∑i
j=1(|aσ(j)|+ 1). In this case, B
∗,∗(A) is then a differential graded Hopf algebra.
2.2. Cobar model for the loop space. The geometric cobar construction is a space-level model for
loop spaces, which appeared at least as early as work of Rector [65]. At the chain level, the cobar
construction goes back to Adams and Hilton [1, 2, 3]. Strictly speaking, the bar construction on an
algebra suffices for our computations and main theorem, but lifting to the space level provides conceptual
clarity as to why the bar construction is related to loop space cohomology.
Let X be a space with basepoint ∗, and let
ΩX = Map∗(S
1,X)
denote the usual based loop space of X, consisting of the set of maps sending a basepoint in S1 to
the basepoint in X. This space is endowed with the compact-open topology. There is a standard
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cosimplicial model X• for ΩX, called the cobar construction on X, which consists of the collection of
spaces Xp, p ≥ 0, with coface maps
di : Xp −→ Xp+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p+ 1 (25)
(x1, x2, ..., xp) 7−→

(∗, x1, x2, ..., xp), i = 0;
(x1, x2, ..., xi, xi, ..., xp), 1 ≤ i ≤ p;
(x1, x2, ..., xp, ∗), i = p+ 1,
and codegeneracy maps
si : Xp −→ Xp−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 (26)
(x1, x2, ..., xp) 7−→ (x1, x2, ..., xi, xi+2, ...xp).
Recall also the standard cosimplicial simplex ∆• which consists of the simplices
∆p = {(t1, ..., tp) ∈ R
p : 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tp ≤ 1}, p ≥ 0,
with cofaces given by
di : ∆p −→ ∆p+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p+ 1 (27)
(t1, ..., tp)

(0, t1, t2, ..., tp), i = 0;
(t1, t2, ..., ti, ti, ..., tp), 1 ≤ i ≤ p;
(t1, t2, ..., tp, 1), i = p+ 1,
and codegeneracies given by
si : ∆p −→ ∆p−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 (28)
(t1, ..., tp) 7−→ (t1, t2, ..., ti, ti+2, ...tp).
Now consider the (geometric) totalization of X•,
TotX• = Map(∆•,X•), (29)
the space of maps from ∆• to X•. This is the subspace of the product of spaces of maps (with compact-
open topology) Map(∆p,Xp) for all p ≥ 0 containing those maps that commute with the cofaces and
the codegeneracies.
We have an evaluation map
evp : ∆
p × ΩX −→ Xp (30)
(t1, ..., tp, γ) 7−→ (γ(t1), ..., γ(tp)).
This has an adjoint
ΩX −→ Map(∆p,Xp)
It is not hard to see that the collection of such maps for all p ≥ 0 commutes with cofaces di and
codegeneracies si. In other words, the above map passes to a map
ΩX −→ TotX•. (31)
A standard result (see, for example, [61, Example 9.2.3]) is that the map (31) is a homeomorphism.
Remark 2.1. The cobar construction and the equivalence (31) are an instance of the cosimplicial model
for the based mapping space Map∗(X,Y ) obtained by applying Map∗(−, Y ) to a simplicial model X•
for X. Then we have Map∗(X,Y ) = TotMap∗(X•, Y ) [14, Proposition 5.1]. (Also see [32, Example
2.3.1] for more on how the cobar construction gives an example of this general procedure).
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Now apply cochains C∗ with coefficients in a field to X•. This produces a simplicial DGA C∗(X•) with
face maps (di)∗ and degeneracy maps (si)∗. We then get a double complex
C∗,∗(X•) =
⊕
p,q≥0
C−p,q(X•) (32)
where
C−p,q(X•) = Cq(Xp)/
( p−1∑
i=0
im((si)∗)
)
(33)
∼=
( ⊕
i1+i2+···+ip=q, ik≥0
Ci1(X)⊗ · · · ⊗ Cip(X)
)
/
( p−1∑
i=0
im((si)∗)
)
The differentials are
δ1 : C
−p,q(X•) −→ C−p,q+1(X•) (34)
α 7−→ (−1)pdα
δ2 : C
−p,q(X•) −→ C−p+1,q(X•) (35)
α 7−→
p+1∑
i=0
(−1)i(di)∗α
Remark 2.2. The double complex C∗,∗(X•) is the E0 page of the standard Bousfield-Kan cohomology
spectral sequence associated to the cosimplicial space X•.
We finally have the totalization
TotC∗,∗(X•) (36)
which is in degree k given by
TotC∗,∗(X•)k =
⊕
k=q−p
C−p,q(X•). (37)
The total differential
δ : C−p,q(X•) −→ C−p,q+1(X•)⊕ C−p+1,q(X•) (38)
is as usual given by δ = δ1 + δ2. The algebra structure is given by a shuffle product as in (24) (also see
[14, p. 293] for more detail about the shuffle in the particular case of cochains).
The following two results are well-known and go back to Anderson [4], Bendersky-Gitler [11], and
Bott-Segal [14]. The first says that TotC∗,∗(X•) can readily be identified with the bar complex from
Section 2.1 and it follows from the Ku¨nneth Theorem and [14, Proposition 5.9].
Proposition 2.3. If A is CDGA that is quasi-isomorphic to C∗(X), then the CDGAs B•(A) and
C∗(X•) are quasi-isomorphic. It follows that the double complexes B∗,∗(A) and C∗,∗(X•), and hence
their totalizations B(A) and TotC∗,∗(X•), are also quasi-isomorphic as CDGAs.
In particular, the Ku¨nneth Theorem gives a quasi-isomorphism
B(C∗(X))
≃
−→ TotC∗,∗(X•). (39)
There is a natural cochain map [11, p. 433]
ρ : TotC∗,∗(X•) −→ C∗ Tot(X•), (40)
defined as the composition
Cp+q(Xp)
ev∗p
−→ Cp+q(∆p × Tot(X•))
θ∗
−→
(
C∗(∆p)⊗ C∗(Tot(X•))
)p+q ρp
−→ Cq(Tot(X•)), (41)
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where ev∗p is the pullback via the evaluation map (30), θ
∗ is the isomorphism of the Ku¨nneth formula
(i.e. the Eilenberg-Zilber map), and ρp is defined as the slant product (see [67, p. 287])
ρp(x⊗ y) := x(ιp)y, ιp ∈ Cp(∆
p),
where ιp is the canonical p–simplex ιp : ∆
p −→ ∆p.
The map ρ is not necessarily a quasi-isomorphism, i.e., cochains and totalization do not always commute.
However, there is the following well-known result, one version of which can be found in the work of
Bendersky and Gitler [11, Theorem 5.1]. In Section 4 we use the differential form analog of ρ to obtain
the Chen’s Iterated Integral Theorem.
Theorem 2.4. If X is simply connected, then the map (40) is a quasi-isomorphism, so it induces
isomorphisms
Hi(B(C∗(X)) ∼= Hi(TotC∗,∗(X•))
∼=
−→ Hi(Tot(X•)) ∼= Hi(ΩX)
for all i ≥ 0.
Remark 2.5. In line with Remark 2.1, the above theorem is a special case of a more general result that,
as long as the dimension of the nerve of X• is less than or equal to the connectivity of Y , the canonical
map TotC∗,∗(Map(X•, Y ))→ C
∗TotMap(X,Y ) is a quasi-isomorphism. This is a classical result; for
the case when the dimension of the nerve of X• is less than the connectivity of Y , see [11, Theorem
5.1] (which in turn cites papers of Anderson [4] and Bott and Segal [14, Proposition 5.3]), and for the
case when the dimensions are the same, see the work of Patras and Thomas [63, Theorem 2]. The case
of the loop space goes back to Eilenberg and Moore [27]; see also McCleary’s book [58, Chapter 7].
Remark 2.6. Notice that we have two kinds of totalization in Theorem 2.4, one the algebraic totalization
of the double complex C∗,∗(X•) and the other the geometric totalization of the cosimplicial space X•
which produces a space; this is an unfortunate abuse of notation.
The map (40) can be composed with the pullback quasi-isomorphism induced by the equivalence (31),
namely
C∗ Tot(X•)
≃
−→ C∗(ΩX), (42)
and we can further extend this to the left by (39). For X simply connected, we thus have a composition
of quasi-isomorphisms
B(C∗(X))
≃
−→ TotC∗,∗(X•)
≃
−→ C∗Tot(X•)
≃
−→ C∗(ΩX) (43)
which is then itself a quasi-isomorphism.
2.3. Formality and the cobar construction. Here we recall the notion of formality from rational ho-
motopy theory and deduce some observations about how formality interacts with the cobar construction.
This will be used in Section 3 to give us a complete picture of the cohomology of spaces of braids.
A DGA A is said to be formal if it is connected via a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms to its homology.
This notion can be extended to spaces as follows.
Let K be a field of characteristic zero. For a space X, let A∗PL(X) be the CDGA of Sullivan’s piecewise
polynomial forms (see, for example, [29, Section 10(c)]). For X a connected manifold, A∗PL(X) is
quasi-isomorphic (as CDGAs) to the usual de Rham algebra C∗dR(X) of differential forms on X; this
is the situation we will mostly be interested in. So A∗PL(X) will now play the role of C
∗(X) from
Section 2.2. Proposition 2.3 ensures that any result involving quasi-isomorphisms with C∗(X) can be
replaced by one with A∗PL(X).
Also note that the cohomology H∗(A∗PL(X,K))
∼= H∗(X,K) can be regarded as a CDGA if endowed
with the zero differential.
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Definition 2.7. A space X is K-formal if there is a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of CDGAs
A∗PL(X,K)
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ H∗(X,K). (44)
Theorem 2.8. IfX is aK-formal space, there is a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of (graded-commutative)
differential graded Hopf algebras
B(A∗PL(X,K))
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B(A)
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B(H∗(X,K)). (45)
Proof. If X is formal and, in the zig-zag (44), A is any intermediate CDGA, we then have quasi-
isomorphisms of CDGAs
A∗PL(X,K)
⊗p ≃←− · · ·
≃
−→ A⊗p
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ H∗(X,K)⊗p
These quasi-isomorphisms commute with all the faces and degeneracies as those are applied separately
in each factor and hence pass to the simplicial bar construction in each slot. In other words, we have a
zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of simplicial CDGAs
B•(A
∗
PL(X,K))
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B•(A)
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B•(H
∗(X,K)). (46)
We can now make double complexes and take their total complexes as described in Sections 2.1 and
2.2. But any time we have a quasi-isomorphism of simplicial CDGAs as above, we get an induced quasi-
isomorphism of the associated total complexes. (This was already used in Proposition 2.3; a reference
is [14, Proposition 5.9].) In other words, we have a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of double complexes
B∗,∗(A∗PL(X,K))
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B∗,∗(A)
≃
←− · · ·
≃
−→ B∗,∗(H∗(X,K)). (47)
and finally of their total complexes, i.e. of the bar complexes from (45). These are quasi-isomorphisms
of algebras, as noted in Proposition 2.3, and they clearly preserve the coalgebra structure on the bar
complexes. 
A version of the above theorem for the case of braids will appear later as Theorem 3.6.
IfX is simply connected, then (43) says thatB(A∗PL(X,K)) is additionally quasi-isomorphic toA
∗
PL(ΩX,K)
so that the zig-zag (45) can be extended to the left. Unravelling the construction of B(A∗PL(X,K))
then immediately gives
Corollary 2.9. If X is K-formal and simply connected, then the cohomology of ΩX over any field of
characteristic zero is the cohomology of the CDGA( ∞⊕
p=0
s−p(H∗(X))⊗p/
( p−1∑
i=0
im((si)∗)
)
,
p+1∑
i=0
(−1)i(di)∗
)
, (48)
where s−p denotes the degree shift.
To see how Corollary 2.9 applies to the case of braids, see Corollary 3.8.
Remark 2.10. Similar arguments can be applied when X is coformal, namely when there is there is a
sequence of quasi-isomorphisms of differential graded Lie algebras
L
(
A∗PL(X)
)
· · ·
≃oo ≃ //
(
π∗(ΩX)⊗Q, 0
)
. (49)
Here L is a functor that takes a DGA A and produces a DGL which is roughly the free Lie algebra on
the dual of A with appropriate differential.
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3. The cobar construction on configuration spaces and the cohomology of braids
We now use the machinery of Section 2 in the special case of X = Conf(m,Rn), the configuration
space of m points in Rn. Then ΩConf(m,Rn) is precisely the space of (pure) braids. The reason we
can get more mileage in this case is that Conf(m,Rn) is a formal space with two explicit formality
quasi-isomorphisms
C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
I
←− D(m)
I
−→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)). (50)
Here D(m) is a certain complex of diagrams which we will review in Section 3.1. The map I, the
harder of the two quasi-isomorphisms, is given by integration maps whose combinatorics are kept track
of by D(m). This integration will be reviewed in Section 3.2 but we will omit the details since they are
spelled out carefully in [55, Chapters 6 and 9]. It is this diagram complex and the integration map that
provide the bridge to the theory of Bott-Taubes configuration space integrals and Chen integrals, as will
be further explored in Sections 4 and 5.
In Section 3.3, we will combine (50) with the cobar construction Conf(m,Rn)• using the setup of Sec-
tion 2.3 and this will subsequently provide information about the cohomology of braids ΩConf(m,Rn).
Since integration will be R-valued, from now on we will assume that our coefficient ring is R but will
suppress it from the notation. In addition, cochains C∗ and polynomial forms A∗PL will be replaced by
the CDGA of de Rham cochains C∗dR.
3.1. The CDGA of admissible diagrams. Here we review the CDGA of admissible diagrams D(m).
These originally appear in [48, Section 3.3.3] and are discussed in detail in [55, Chapter 6].
Definition 3.1. Fix n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1. A diagram Γ (in Rn on m vertices) consists of
• a set of vertices V (Γ), partitioned into m segment vertices Vseg(Γ) with distinct labels from
{1, ...,m}, and any number of free vertices Vfree(Γ). Thus
V (Γ) = Vseg(Γ) ⊔ Vfree(Γ);
• a set of edges E(Γ) joining vertices of Γ, where an edge between two segment vertices is called
a chord ;
satisfying the following conditions:
• each free vertex of Γ has valence at least 3;
• there are no self-loops in Γ, i.e. no edge has a single vertex as both its endpoints.
In [55], segment vertices are called external vertices, and free vertices are called internal vertices. Six
examples of diagrams in D(3) are shown below. A segment vertex is represented by either a dot with a
small horizontal line segment through it (if it has at least one incident edge) or just a small horizontal
line segment (otherwise).
When we later picture elements of the bar construction on D(m), it will be convenient that we have
aligned the segment vertices vertically rather than horizontally, as in [55].
Definition 3.2. An orientation of a diagram Γ consists of the following data:
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• for odd n, a labeling of V (Γ) by integers {m+ 1, ...} and an orientation of each edge;
• for even n, an ordering of the set of edges.
We call a diagram Γ together with an orientation an oriented diagram.
We then let D(m) be the R-vector space of oriented diagrams modulo the equivalence generated by the
following relations:
• Γ ∼ 0 if Γ has more than one edge between any two vertices;
• for odd n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by a transposition of two free vertex labels;
• for odd n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by an orientation-reversal of an edge;
• for even n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by a transposition of two edge labels.
We view D(m) as a graded vector space where the degree of a diagram Γ is
|Γ| = (n− 1)|E(Γ)| − n|Vfree(Γ)|.
We will consider the bar complex on D(m) in Section 3.3, in which case we may think of this as the
internal degree.
There is a differential d on D(m) given by
dΓ =
∑
ε(e)Γ/e
where the sum is taken over non-chord edges e, ε(e) is a sign depending on e, and Γ/e is the result of
contracting e to a point. This differential d makes D(m) into a cochain complex. For details, see [55,
Section 6.4].
There is also a product of diagrams
D(m)⊗D(m) −→ D(m)
(Γ1,Γ2) 7−→ Γ1 · Γ2
given by the juxtaposition, or superposition, of the two diagrams along segment vertices in the following
sense: Γ1 · Γ2 has |Vfree(Γ1 · Γ2)| = |Vfree(Γ1)|+ |Vfree(Γ2)| and |E(Γ1 · Γ2)| = |E(Γ1)|+ |E(Γ2)|, but
only m segment vertices. The orientation is given by appropriately raising the labels of vertices or edges
from Γ2. The degree of a product is the sum of degrees, and the product is graded-commutative, so
that D(m) is a CDGA. More details can be found in [55, Sections 6.3 and 6.5].
Remark 3.3. In [55], a slightly broader class of diagrams was considered; from the definition of the
differential, one can see that our D(m) is isomorphic to the complex of admissible diagrams in that
reference.
3.2. Formality maps for configuration spaces. We first describe the harder of the two quasi-isomorphisms
in (50) that yield the formality of configuration spaces, namely the map
I : D(m) −→ C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n)).
Remark 3.4. The configuration space Conf(m,Rn) should at this point be replaced by its Axelrod–
Singer (or Fulton–MacPherson) compactification. This is a space that has the same homotopy type as
Conf(m,Rn) and is better to work with because of the issue of the convergence of the integral I. Since
we will not need the details of this construction, it will do no harm to abuse notation and continue using
Conf(m,Rn). For further details, see for example [31], [8] [66], and [52, Section 4.1].
In addition, the cochain complex C∗dR used here is that of PA forms, which are a variant of differential
forms for manifolds with corners such as the compactified configuration space (see [49, Section 8], [37]).
We will also not need the details of this and will continue to think of the usual de Rham cochains.
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Given a diagram Γ ∈ D(m) with v internal vertices and e edges, there are maps
ϕij : Conf(m+ v,R
n) −→ (Sn−1)E(Γ) (51)
given by
ϕij : (x1, x2, ..., xm+v) 7−→
xj − xi
|xj − xi|
.
Each such map can be used to pull back the product of the rotation-invariant unit volume form ν on
the sphere. Denote this pullback by αij := ϕ
∗
ij(ν), and let
αΓ =
∧
edges (i, j) of Γ
αij .
Now let
π : Conf(m+ v,Rn) −→ Conf(m,Rn)
be the projection onto the first m configuration points. Then I is the linear map
I : D(m) −→ C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
whose value on Γ is
I(Γ) = π∗(αΓ) ∈ C
∗
dR(Conf(m,R
n)). (52)
Here π∗ denotes the pushforward, or integration along the fiber, of the projection π. Thus for (x1, ..., xm) ∈
Conf(m,Rn),
I(Γ)(x1, ..., xm) =
∫
π−1(x1,...,xm)
αΓ.
The degree of the form obtained this way is precisely the degree of Γ, as defined just after Definition 3.2.
One then shows that the form I(Γ) is closed using Stokes’ Theorem. This amounts to checking that the
restrictions of integrals to the codimension one boundary components of the compactified configuration
space vanish. For details, see [55, Chapter 9].
The construction of the other quasi-isomorphism
I : D(m) −→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)),
relies on the ring structure of the cohomology of Conf(m,Rn), n ≥ 2, as computed in [24]. Namely,
H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) is generated by products αij , each of which is the pullback of the unit volume form
ν from Sn−1 by the direction map ϕij defined in (51). The relations are
α2ij = 0, (53)
αij = (−1)
nαji, (54)
αijαkl = (−1)
n−1αklαij, (55)
αijαjk + αjkαki + αkiαij = 0. (56)
The last relation is called the three-term (3T) relation. The Poincare´ polynomial for Conf(m,Rn) is
P (t) = (1 + tn−1)(1 + 2tn−1) · · · (1 + (m− 1)tn−1). (57)
Via relation (54), we can take as generators αij with i < j, and use the convention that if i < j, then
αji := (−1)
nαij . This leaves us with only the relations (53), (55), and (56), all of which are quadratic,
which will be useful in Proposition 3.11.
The map I is then simply the unique algebra map which sends to αij the diagram with a single chord
between segment vertices i and j, and which sends any diagram with free vertices to 0.
For all the details of why I and I are quasi-isomorphisms, see [55, Sections 8 and 9].
Putting this together, we have the following result which exhibits the formality of configuration spaces.
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Theorem 3.5 (Kontsevich [48]). For n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1, there are CDGA quasi-isomorphisms
C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
I
←− D(m)
I
−→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)). (58)
3.3. Cohomology of spaces of braids in R≥4. We can now extend the formality result to the cobar
construction on Conf(m,Rn) and thus obtain the following version of Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 3.6. For n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1, there is a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms
B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n)))
B(I)
←− B(D(m))
B(I)
−→ B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))). (59)
Each of the maps in (59) will have certain consequences. The first is the following:
Theorem 3.7. For n ≥ 3 and m ≥ 1, there exists a quasi-isomorphism (over R)
w
Chen
◦
w
formality
: B(D(m))
≃
−→ C∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)).
Thus for all i ≥ 0, there are real isomorphisms
Hi(B(D(m))) ∼= Hi(ΩConf(m,Rn)). (60)
Proof. Recall from (43) that, as long as Conf(m,Rn) is simply connected, which is the case for n ≥ 3,
we have a quasi-isomorphism
w
Chen
: B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
≃
−→ C∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)). (61)
Combining this with the formality integration quasi-isomorphism in Theorem 3.6, namely
w
formality
= B(I) : B(D(m))
≃
−→ B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))),
we have the desired result. 
In Section 4, we will justify why (61) can indeed be understood as the Chen iterated integral map, as
indicated in the Introduction. Intuitively, formality takes care of integration over diagrams with free
vertices. What remains are chord diagrams, and integration over those can be seen as Chen’s iterated
integrals.
We can also apply Corollary 2.9 to this setup and immediately deduce the following:
Corollary 3.8. For n ≥ 3, the cohomology of ΩConf(m,Rn) over any field of characteristic zero is the
cohomology of the CDGA
B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))) =
( ∞⊕
p=0
s−p(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))⊗p)
/ p−1∑
i=0
im((si)∗),
p+1∑
i=0
(−1)i(di)∗
)
, (62)
where s−p denotes the degree shift.
Let us elaborate on the structure of the cohomology of (62). It will turn out to be conveniently described
in terms of a certain subspace of D(m) of braid chord diagrams (Definition 3.12).
Definition 3.9. A braid diagram is an element
[Γ1| · · · |Γp] ∈ D(m)
⊗p
such that each Γi is a diagram.
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The following two pictures represent braid diagrams in B(D(3)), with p = 3 and p = 2 respectively.
The horizontal segments are strictly not part of the data, but they can be drawn in a canonical manner
and suggest a relationship to braids on 3 strands.
Now since I : D(m)→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) is surjective, we can represent the CDGA (62) by the images
of braid diagrams under I. From the definition of I, each class in H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) is thus represented
by a product of chords, using the product on D(m). Thus an element of B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))) is a
linear combination of terms [Γ1| · · · |Γp] where each Γi has no free vertices. (Note however that such
linear combinations are generally not closed in D(m) because the 3-term relation does not hold there.)
With the combinatorics of D(m) in hand, it is easier to think about the normalization module and the
differential in (62). First, this allows us to establish a vanishing line in the double complex as follows.
Proposition 3.10. The double complex B∗,∗(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))) has a lower vanishing line of slope 1−n,
i.e. everything below this line is zero. (Here we picture the double complex in the second quadrant as
usual.)
Proof. Consider the ith codegeneracy
si : Conf(m,Rn)p −→ Conf(m,Rn)p−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1
(a1, a2, ..., ap) 7−→ (a1, a2, ..., ai, ai+2, ..., ap).
Since ai+1 does not appear in the image of s
i, it follows that a braid diagram representing an element
of H∗(Conf(m,Rn)p) is in the image of
(si)∗ : H∗(Conf(m,Rn)p−1) −→ H∗(Conf(m,Rn)p)
if and only if it has the empty diagram in the (i+1)st entry. The normalization module
∑p−1
i=0 im((s
i)∗) is
thus generated by all braid diagrams which have the empty diagram in at least one entry. It then follows
that any term in the double complex B∗,∗(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))) can be represented by braid diagrams
which have at least one chord in every entry. This is only possible if q ≥ p(n − 1). In other words,
H−p,q(Conf(m,Rn)•) has a lower vanishing line of slope 1− n. 
The double complex also has an upper vanishing line. Namely, we see from the Poincare´ polynomial
(57) that the top cohomology group of Conf(m,Rn)p occurs in degree (m − 1)(n − 1), and thus the
double complex vanishes for q > p(m− 1)(n − 1). However, we can do even better. Proposition 3.11,
as well as Theorem 3.14 below, appear in various guises in earlier literature; see Remark 3.15.
Proposition 3.11. All of the cohomology of ΩConf(m,Rn) is concentrated on the vanishing line
q = (1− n)p of the double complex B∗,∗(H∗(Conf(m,Rn))).
Proof. It is convenient to rephrase this result in the following terms. Let A := H∗(Conf(m,Rn)). For
α = αi1j1 · · ·αikjk ∈ A, define the weight of α as w(α) = k. For an element α = [α1| · · · |αp] in B(A),
define the weight w(α) :=
∑p
i=1w(αi). As we explain below, a theorem of Priddy [64, Theorem 5.3]
implies that for our A, the cohomology in B(A), is spanned by terms [αi1j1 | · · · |αipjp ] whose weight is
equal to the homological degree p.3 Since each αij has degree n − 1, this is equivalent to the result
stated above.
3For an algebra A with quadratic relations, this condition on B(A) is equivalent to A being a Koszul algebra. The
terminology “weight” is used by Loday and Vallette [57], though in [64] Priddy uses the term “length” instead.
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The rough idea behind Priddy’s theorem is that an element β = [. . . |ab| . . .] in B(A) looks like a term
in d[. . . |a|b| . . .]. Of course, the bar differential has multiple terms, so showing the triviality of β in
homology involves some subtlety. However, with a certain kind of basis for A, namely a Poincare´–
Birkhoff–Witt (PBW) basis, Priddy shows that one can appropriately filter the complex to establish the
result. In the setting of configuration spaces, the relations (53), (55), and (56) among the αij can be
used to show that the set of products αi1j1 · · ·αikjk with iℓ < jℓ for all ℓ = 1, ..., k and with iℓ−1 < iℓ
for all ℓ = 2, ..., n is a PBW basis for H∗(Conf(m,Rn)). This PBW basis appears in work of Berglund
[12, Example 32] but goes back at least as far back as work of Bezrukavnikov [13, Section 2]. 
The Koszul property of H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) from Proposition 3.11 motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.12. Let Γij denote the diagram in D(m) with a single chord between segment vertices
i 6= j, oriented from i to j if n is odd. Note that Γji = (−1)
nΓij . A braid chord diagram is a braid
diagram of the form [Γi1j1 | · · · |Γipjp ] ∈ B(D(m)), i.e. the diagram in each entry is a single chord.
The proof of Proposition 3.11 shows that every cohomology class can be viewed (via the map B(I)
from B(D(m))) as a linear combination of braid chord diagrams. To fully describe this cohomology, it
remains to describe the subspace of closed linear combinations of braid chord diagrams. That is, we
just have to compute the kernel of the differential
∑p+1
i=0 (−1)
i(di)∗ in B(H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) (62).
Definition 3.13. Let BCD(m) be the dual to the space of braid chord diagrams defined above. More
concretely, consider the basis of diagrams for D(m), which is canonical up to sign. Let Bij (i 6= j)
be the element in the dual space D(m)∗ which is dual to the diagram Γij with a single chord. Then
BCD(m) is spanned by elements [Bi1j1 | · · · |Bipjp ] dual to the elements [Γi1j1 | · · · |Γipjp ].
In the literature, the elements of BCD(m) are sometimes called horizontal chord diagrams and appear
in finite type knot theory. They correspond to the homology of spaces of braids, which is why we define
BCD(m) so that our diagrams Γij live in its dual.
Theorem 3.14. For n ≥ 3, the cohomology of ΩConf(m,Rn) is concentrated in degrees that are
multiples of n − 2. For any p ≥ 0, H(n−2)p(ΩConf(m,Rn);R) is isomorphic to the space of linear
combinations γ of braid chord diagrams [Γi1j1 | · · · |Γipjp ] satisfying the following conditions.
• 4T relations: γ yields zero when paired with
[· · · |Bij|Bjk| · · · ]− (−1)
n[· · · |Bjk|Bij | · · · ] + [· · · |Bij |Bik| · · · ]− (−1)
n[· · · |Bik|Bij | · · · ]
where i, j, k are distinct.
• Shuffle relations: γ yields zero when paired with
[· · · |Bij |Bkℓ| · · · ]− (−1)
n[· · · |Bkℓ|Bij| · · · ]
where i, j, k, ℓ are distinct.
Remarks 3.15.
(1) As mentioned in the Introduction, the conditions in Theorem 3.14 are linear dual to the Yang–
Baxter Lie relations
[Bij, Bjk +Bik] = 0 for i, j, k, ℓ distinct (63)
[Bij , Bkℓ] = 0 for i, j, k, ℓ distinct (64)
where for classes B,B′ of degree n − 2 ≡ n mod 2 as above, one defines [B,B′] := BB′ −
(−1)nB′B. These appear in Cohen and Gitler’s calculation [23] of the homology of the space
of braids. Since the cohomology of the bar complex computing H∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)) is also the
Koszul dual coalgebra of H∗(Conf(m,Rn)) [57, Chapter 3], the homology H∗(ΩConf(m,R
n))
is its Koszul dual algebra, and the Yang–Baxter Lie relations are just the orthogonal complement
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to the relations (53), (54), and (56), where Bij is dual to αij. This orthogonality is essentially
what we check below. This proof is indicated in [12, Example 32] and [13, Section 4].
(2) As also mentioned in the Introduction, versions of Theorems 3.7 and 3.14 are familiar from work
of Kohno. Namely, our Theorem 3.7 is a refinement of his [42, Theorem 5.1] in that it explicitly
describes his “iterated integrals of length < p” as integrals over diagrams with free vertices. In
addition, our Theorem 3.14 is [42, Theorem 4.1], although Kohno’s main input appears to be
the Cohen–Gitler result [23] while we use just the bar complex [64].
Proof of Theorem 3.14. Each Γij has degree (n−1), so the total degree of a braid diagram [Γi1j1 | · · · |Γipjp ]
is p(n− 1)− p = p(n− 2). Thus the cohomology of ΩConf(m,Rn) is indeed concentrated in degrees
that are multiples of n− 2.
For a combination γ of diagrams to be closed, each (dk)∗ must vanish on it, since (dk)∗(γ) has a
product of chords in only the kth factor. The effect of (dk)∗ is to contract two chords between vertices
i < j and i′ < j′. If i = i′ and j = j′, then the result is zero by (53). If i, j, i′, j′ are all distinct, then
by (55), the result can be canceled if and only if there is a matching term with the order of the two
chords swapped. This yields the shuffle relations, with the claimed sign.
If {i, j, i′, j′} are three distinct indices, then the contraction can be canceled either by one other term
via (55) or two other terms via the 3T relation (56). The former accounts for the second term in the
4T relation. The latter accounts for the third and fourth terms in the 4T expression, keeping in mind
relations (54) and (55). The agreement of the signs of the first and third terms in the 4T relation can
be seen by rewriting the 3T relation as αijαjk − αikαjk − αijαik = 0. (The first and second terms in
3T lead to [Bij + Bik, Bjk] = 0, while the first and third terms lead to [Bij , Bjk + Bik] = 0, but the
former relation can be rewritten in the form of the latter, by swapping all the indices.) 
4. Chen iterated integrals
Recall that one of our main results, Theorem 3.7, had (43) as one of the main inputs: For a simply-
connected space X, there is a quasi-isomorphism
B(C∗(X))
≃
−→ C∗(ΩX).
For X = Conf(m,Rn), n ≥ 3, this turned into (61), and was used in the proof of Theorem 3.7:
B(C∗dR(Conf(m,R
n))
≃
−→ C∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)).
The claim made there and in the Introduction was that this map is really
r
Chen, the Chen iterated
integral.
The goal of this section is to make that relationship explicit. In particular, we will explain how Chen
integrals are related to the map ρ from (41), as this is the main ingredient in the quasi-isomorphism
(43).
In Section 4.1, we first review the set up of Chen interated integrals and Chen’s version of the de Rham
loop space theorem [19, 22]. More details can be found, for example, in the monograph [36] by Hain or
in Kohno’s work, e.g. [41]. In Section 4.2, we then relate ρ to the Chen iterated integrals and deduce
Chen’s Iterated Integral Theorem giving the cohomology of the loop space.
4.1. Chen iterated integrals and the cohomology of loop spaces. As before we denote by ∆p the
standard p-simplex, X will now be a based smooth finite-dimensional manifold, and ΩX the based loop
space as usual. Recall from (30) that for each p > 0, there is an evaluation map
evp : ∆
p × ΩX −→ Xp
(t1, ..., tp, γ) 7−→ (γ(t1), ..., γ(tp)).
(65)
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Given smooth forms ω1, ..., ωp on M , one can use evp to pull back their product to ∆
p × ΩX, there
by obtaining the form
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp = ev
∗
p(π
∗
1ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
pωp), (66)
where πk : X
p → X is the projection onto the kth factor of Xp. This form can be pushed forward to
ΩM , i.e. integrated along the fiber of the projection pr: ∆p × ΩX −→ ΩX. The fiber is just ∆p, and
we thus obtain the following differential form on ΩM :
w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp := pr∗
(
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp
)
=
∫
∆p
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp. (67)
The degree of this form is q − p, where q =
∑p
k=1 |ωk| is the sum of the degrees of the forms ωk. In
Chen’s terminology [19, 22],
r
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp is an iterated integral.
Now let Ch−p,q(X) be the R-vector space spanned by iterated integrals
r
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp of degree q and
set
Ch∗,∗(X) =
⊕
p,q≥0
Ch−p,q(X).
This is the Chen complex of X and is a subcomplex of C∗dR(ΩX), the CDGA of smooth differential
forms on ΩX.4 The differential on Ch∗,∗(X) can be computed via the Stokes’ Theorem as
d
w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp = d
(∫
∆p
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp
)
=
∫
∆p
d
(
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp
)
+
∫
∂∆p
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp.
Expanding this expression, in the iterated integral notation we obtain
d
(w
ω1 · · ·ωp
)
=
p∑
i=1
(−1)i
w
ω1 · · · dωi · · ·ωp
+
p−1∑
i=1
(−1)
∑i
k=1(|ωk|+1)
w
ω1 · · · (ωi ∧ ωi+1) · · ·ωp.
(68)
Notice that, if ωk are closed, then the first summand on the right side of the above equation is zero. This
case occured in the setting of the braid diagram complex in Section 3, where X was the configuration
space. In fact, Ch∗,∗(M) has the structure of a double cochain complex, i.e. we have differentials
d1 : Ch
−p,q(X) −→ Ch−p,q+1(X), d2 : Ch
−p,q(X) −→ Ch−p+1,q(X),
given by the two summands of the differential in (68). Thus we obtain the total complex associated
to this double complex, denoted by TotCh∗,∗(X) (in the literature, shorter notation Ch∗(X) is often
used); this is the cochain complex which is in degree k given by
TotCh∗,∗(X)k =
⊕
k=q−p
Ch−p,q(X)
with the total differential
d : Ch−p,q(X) −→ Ch−p+1,q(X)⊕ Ch−p,q+1(X) (69)
defined as d = d1 + d2. Clearly, the above construction is reminiscent of the bar complex (37) and its
differential δ defined in (38). In fact, directly from (22) and (39), we have a CDGA map which we call
the Chen integration map: w
Chen
: B(C∗dR(X)) −→ Ch
∗,∗(X) ⊂ C∗(ΩX),
[ω1|ω2| · · · |ωp] −→
w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp.
(70)
4Since ΩM is technically not a manifold, for the purpose of defining C∗dR(ΩX), Chen introduced a notion of a differ-
entiable space [19, 22].
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For a simply connected manifold X,
r
Chen is an isomorphism of CDGAs [19, 22]. In the next section,
we show it is a quasi-isomorphism, which is enough for our purposes.
4.2. Chen’s Theorem. The main contribution of this subsection is to relate the Chen’s integration
map
r
Chen to the map ρ defined in (41) and, as a consequence of results in Section 2, obtain Chen’s
Theorem:
Theorem 4.1 ([19, 22]). For a simply connected manifold X, the Chen’s integration map
r
Chen is a
quasi-isomorphism. Thus, the cohomology of the complex TotCh∗,∗(X) is isomorphic to the singular
cohomology of the loop space ΩX with real coefficients, i.e.
Hk(TotCh∗,∗(X)) ∼= Hk(ΩX;R), k ≥ 0. (71)
Remark 4.2. One actually obtains an isomorphism of Hopf algebras; see Theorem 3.1 in [36].
Proof. Denote as usual by C∗ and C∗ smooth singular chains and cochains, and by C
∗
dR the de Rham
cochains. From (40) and (41), the map
ρ : TotC∗,∗(X•) −→ C∗ Tot(X•)
is the dual of the natural map
Cq(Tot(X
•))
ιp×·
−−→ Cp+q(∆
p × Tot(X•))
(evp)∗
−−−−→ Cp+q(X
p)
on chains. Here ιp : ∆
p −→ ∆p is the standard simplex of (41), and ιp × · is defined on any singular
simplex σ : ∆q −→ Tot(X•) as
(ιp × ·)(σ) = ιp × σ, (72)
i.e. ιp × σ represents the singular chain
ιp × σ : ∆p ×∆q −→ ∆p × Tot(X
•), (ιp × σ)(s, t) = (ιp(s), σ(t))
after a suitable subdivision of ∆p ×∆q. Map (evp)∗ is the induced homomorphism via the evaluation
map (65). Given τ ∈ Cp+q(Xp), ρ(τ) evaluates on chains in Cq(Tot(X
•)) as
ρ(τ)(σ) = τ
(
(evp)∗(ιp × σ)
)
. (73)
Next, we can replace singular cochains Cp+q(Xp) in (41) with de Rham cochains Cp+qdR (X
p). Recall the
Ku¨nneth Theorem isomorphism for differential forms (see, for example, [16])⊕
i1+i2+···+ip=p+q, ik≥0
Ci1dR(X)⊗ · · · ⊗ C
ip
dR(X)
∼=
−→ Cp+qdR (X
p),
ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωp −→ π
∗
1ω1 ∧ π
∗
2ω2 ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
pωp,
where πi : X
p → X is the projection onto the ith factor ofXp. Using the standard de Rham isomorphism
induced by the integral duality (again see [16]),
Cp+qdR (X
p)× Cp+q(X
p) −→ R,
(α, σ) −→
∫
σ
α =
∫
∆p+q
σ∗α,
and τ = π∗1ω1 ∧ π
∗
2ω2 ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
pωp, we can now compute (73) as follows:
ρ(τ)(σ) = τ
(
(evp)∗(ιp × σ)
)
=
∫
∆p×∆q
(ιp × σ)
∗
(
ev∗p(π
∗
1ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
pωp)
)
=
∫
∆q
∫
∆p
σ∗
(
ev∗p(π
∗
1ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
pωp)
)
=
∫
∆q
σ∗
(w
ω1ω2 · · ·ωp
)
.
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Here we used Fubini’s Theorem, along with (66) and (67). The inclusion j : C∗dR(X
•) −→ C∗(X•)
is a quasi-isomorphism (by the standard de Rham isomorphism) and thus induces an isomorphism
B(C∗dR(X))
∼= TotC
∗,∗
dR(X
•) ∼= TotC∗,∗(X•). The above calculation thus shows
ρ ◦ j =
w
Chen
.
Now the desired claim follows from Theorem 2.4. 
5. Relation to Bott-Taubes configuration space integrals
In this section, we establish some of our main results, relating configuration space integrals for long
links to integrals for braids. The latter type of integrals are Chen’s iterated integrals composed with the
formality configuration space integrals, i.e. the bottom map in the square (1). This section discusses
the other maps in that diagram and establishes its commutativity.
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we review LD(m), the diagram complex for configuration space integrals for
long links. In Section 5.3, we introduce a new bigrading on the bar complex on diagrams for braids
B(D(m)), which will be compatible with the bigrading on LD(m). In Section 5.4, we define a map
from LD(m) to B(D(m)). Finally, in Section 5.5 we use this map of diagram spaces as well as the
restriction from link cohomology to braid cohomology to compare these two types of integrals show that
they are compatible.
Figure 1. Example diagrams in LD(m) for m = 4, 5, 3, and 4 respectively.
5.1. Review of the complex LD(m). We now review the cochain complex LD(m) of diagrams for
long links of m components. Details can be found in [52, Section 3]. Such diagrams differ only slightly
from braid diagrams in the bar complex B(D(m)) (Definition 3.1). The ambient dimension for our links
is n+ 1, since a loop in Conf(m,Rn) may be viewed as such a long link.
Definition 5.1. Fix n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 1. A link diagram Γ (in Rn+1 on m vertices) consists of
• m oriented intervals called segments;
• a set of vertices, partitioned into segment vertices and free vertices. Thus
V (Γ) = Vseg(Γ) ⊔ Vfree(Γ);
• a set of edges E(Γ) joining vertices of Γ, where an edge between two distinct segment vertices
is called a chord ;
• a set of arcs, where an arc is a part of a segment between two vertices (and an arc is not
considered an edge).
We require that each free vertex has valence at least 3 and each segment vertex has valence at least 1,
where only edges (not arcs) count towards valence.
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By a component of Γ we mean a connected component in the diagram resulting from forgetting the
m segments. We will also use the notion of grafts of Γ, the precise definition of which is given in [52,
Definitions 4.9 and 4.10]. Roughly, one first replaces each segment vertex by the set of its neighbors;
the resulting components are the grafts. One may think of this process as blowing up segment vertices
so that they become univalent (possibly disconnecting components of Γ).
Definition 5.2. An orientation of a link diagram Γ consists of the following data:
• for n+ 1 odd, an ordering of V (Γ) (i.e. a labeling by a totally ordered set), and an orientation
of each edge;
• for n+ 1 even, an ordering of Vseg(Γ), and an ordering of E(Γ).
We call a link diagram together with an orientation an oriented link diagram.
As with D(m), we let LD(m) be the R-vector space of oriented link diagrams modulo these relations:
• Γ ∼ 0 if Γ has any multiple edges;
• for odd n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by a transposition of two vertex labels;
• for odd n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by an orientation-reversal of an edge;
• for even n, Γ ∼ −Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ differ by a transposition of two edge labels.
It is clear that for a given orientation in either parity, there is a representative labeling in which the
segment vertices are labeled according to the order of the segments and the order of vertices on each
segment. For odd n, it is clear that the labeling can be further chosen so that the segment vertex labels
precede all the free vertex labels.
The order of a diagram Γ is defined as
r = |E(Γ)| − |Vfree(Γ)|
while the defect of Γ is defined as
s = 2|E(Γ)| − 3|Vfree(Γ)| − |Vseg(Γ)|.
Thus a diagram has defect zero precisely if it is trivalent, if we count edges and arcs alike towards
valence. The degree of a diagram Γ of order r and defect s is
k = ((n + 1)− 3)r + s = (n− 2)r + s
and may be viewed as the total degree in LD(m).
The differential d on LD(m) is given by
dΓ =
∑
ε(e)Γ/e
where the sum is taken over arcs and non-chord edges e, ε(e) is a sign depending on e, and Γ/e is the
result of contracting e to a point. It preserves order and raises defect by one, thus raising total degree
by one. This differential d makes LD(m) into a cochain complex.
There is a product called the shuffle product on LD(m). Note that via the orientation of each segment,
any link diagram Γ induces an ordering of the segment vertices on each segment. Given diagrams Γ1,Γ2,
a shuffle σ is an ordering of the vertices of Γ1 ⊔ Γ2 on the ith segment for each i = 1, ...,m, which
respects the orders induced by those on Γ1 and Γ2. Define Γ1 ·σ Γ2 as the link diagram given by placing
the segment vertices on the segments in the order specified by σ. The orientation is given by leaving all
the labels on vertices and edges in Γ1 unchanged and appropriately raising the labels in Γ2. The shuffle
product is then defined as
Γ1 • Γ2 :=
∑
σ
Γ1 ·σ Γ2.
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This makes LD(m) into a CDGA. (Note that the labels on the segment vertices will in general not
agree with the order of the vertices on the segment, as incorrectly stated just before Definition 3.21 in
the work of the last two authors [52].)
There is also a coproduct, given by deconcatenation. Roughly the coproduct of Γ is the sum of all the
ways to cut each of the m strands in two and produce two diagrams. One can make this more precise by
considering partitions of the segment vertices into two parts p1, p2 such that the order of the segment
vertices on each segment is preserved and such that for each component c ⊂ Γ, all the segment vertices
of c are in either p1 or p2.
In Section 5.4, we will need the fact that the cohomology of the defect zero part of this complex is
isomorphic to finite type invariants of long links, as well as a certain combinatorial description of this
space. In particular, classes in H∗(LD(m)) of defect zero are precisely linear combinations of trivalent
diagrams whose coefficients satisfy the STU relation. That is, they yield zero when paired with the sum
below, where again we use Kronecker pairing on the basis of link diagrams, which as with braid diagrams
is canonical up to signs.5 In each picture, the horizontal line is a segment, while the arrows are edges.
To get the correct signs, one needs orientations of the diagrams (i.e. vertex-labels and edge-orientations
or edge-labels), but the signs will not be needed in our application. (A planar embedding of a diagram
determines an orientation of odd type, and the signs are for these orientations.) For more details, see
[52, Proposition 3.33].
− + = 0 (74)
Figure 2. The STU relation.
5.2. Integration on the link diagram complex. Recall from Section 1.2 the definition of the space
Ln+1m of m-component long links in R
n+1. We now briefly review the integration map from LD(m)
which produces cohomology classes in Ln+1m ; [52, Section 4] has the details.
The crucial ingredient is the square (75) below, where the upper-left space is defined as the pullback. In
line with Remark 3.4, all the configuration spaces are now in fact compactified; in particular, the spaces
on the right side are Axelrod–Singer compactifications of configuration spaces of points in Rn+1, viewed
as a subset of Sn+1. A point in the configuration space in the lower-left corner roughly consists of ik
points on the kth copy of R, but technically, one must embed these as a long link in Rn+1, and then view
them as points on a singular submanifold of Sn+1 by compactifying at ∞. For this compactification to
be well defined, we must also require that the 2m fixed affine-linear embeddings have distinct directions
in Sn; essentially, the 2m link strands must intersect transversely at infinity. We may however take
these 2m lines to lie in a subspace R2 ⊂ Rn+1. The right column forgets the last j points, while the
bottom row is evaluation of the long link at the configuration points in its domain.
ConfL(i1, . . . , im; j) //

Conf(i1 + · · · + im + j,R
n+1)
pr

Ln+1m × Conf ((i1, . . . , im),
∐m
1 R)
ev // Conf(i1 + · · ·+ im,R
n+1)
(75)
5Technically, the pairing also has a factor of |Aut(Γ)|, as in [52, Section 3.4]. However, in our application of this
relation in Section 5.4, we will only consider forest long link diagrams, which have no nontrivial automorphisms.
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The pullback space above is the total space of a bundle
π˜ : ConfL(i1, ..., im; j) // L
n+1
m
using the left vertical map, followed by projection to Ln+1m . Denote its fiber F [i1, ..., im; j]. With the
same notation as in the formality integration, we let αij denote a similar pullback from S
n. Namely,
αij is the pullback of a unit volume form on S
n via the composition
ConfL(i1, ..., im; j) // Conf(i1 + · · ·+ im + j,R
n+1)
ϕij // Sn
where ϕij(x1, ..., xn) := (xj − xi)/|xj − xi| for interior points (and is extended continuously to the
compactification). Let
αΓ =
∧
edges (i, j) of Γ
αij .
Now let Γ be a diagram with i1, ..., im segment vertices on the segments 1, ...,m and j free vertices.
Define the Bott–Taubes integration map by
I˜(Γ) = π˜∗(αΓ) =
∫
F [i1,...,im;j]
∧
edges (i,j)
αij (76)
and extending by linearity to all of LD(m). Note the similarity to the formality integral (52). The main
difference is that the base space of the bundle along which integration takes place is different. Hence
integration I(Γ) = π∗(αΓ) produces forms on the configuration space Conf(m,R
n) while integration
I˜(Γ) = π˜∗(αΓ) produces forms on L
n+1
m . In both cases, the fact that the integration map is a chain
map boils down to Stokes’ Theorem and checking that all of the integrals along codimension one faces
either vanish or are accounted for by the differential in the diagram complex.
Differential forms on the infinite-dimensional manifold Ln+1m can be made precise via a structure similar
to Chen’s differentiable spaces: roughly, one defines what smooth maps from arbitrary finite-dimensional
manifolds into Ln+1m are. For details, see [52, Section 2] or the references mentioned therein.
5.3. Another bigrading on braid diagrams. For the purpose of mapping LD(m) to B(D(m)), we
adapt the notions of defect and order on LD(m) to B(D(m)), thus defining a new bidegree (r, s) on the
latter complex. This new bidegree is not absolutely indispensable for our results in the next subsection,
but it helps streamline considerations about the map of diagram complexes. The most important result
in this subsection is Proposition 5.5, which says that all of the cohomology of B(D(m)) lies in defect zero.
In the next subsection, after defining the map ϕ : LD(m)→ B(D(m)), we will see in Proposition 5.10
that it preserves both defect and order.
We first need to extend the notions of components and grafts to diagrams in D(m) and braid diagrams
in B(D(m)). For the following definition, view generators of B−p,q(D(m)) as p diagrams lying on m
parallel strands.
Definition 5.3.
• For a diagram Γ ∈ D(m), a component is a connected component of Γ which contains at least
one edge.
• For such a diagram, we define the grafts of Γ similarly as for link diagrams: Replace each
segment vertex by the set of its neighbors and create a new diagram with the same number of
free vertices and edges as Γ, but possibly more segment vertices; the grafts are the components
of the resulting diagram.
• For a braid diagram [Γ1| · · · |Γp] ∈ D(m)
⊗p, the components and grafts are the disjoint unions
of those of the factors Γi.
• Call a diagram Γ connected if it has only one component.
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• Call a diagram Γ internally connected if it has only one graft.
Define the order of a diagram Γ ∈ D(m) as
r(Γ) = |E(Γ)| − |Vfree(Γ)|.
Define the defect of a diagram Γ ∈ D(m) as
s(Γ) = |E(Γ)| − 2|Vfree(Γ)| − 1.
We extend these definitions to braid diagrams [Γ1| · · · |Γp] ∈ D(m)
⊗p by defining the order to be
r([Γ1| · · · |Γp]) :=
p∑
i=1
r(Γi) =
p∑
i=1
(|E(Γi)| − |Vfree(Γi)|)
and the defect to be
s([Γ1| · · · |Γp]) :=
p∑
i=1
s(Γi) =
p∑
i=1
(|E(Γi)| − 2|Vfree(Γi)| − 1).
Each of the two differentials in B(D(m)) preserves the order and raises the defect by one, just as in
the case of the differential on LD. So the same is true of the total differential in the bar complex. The
reader may verify the next proposition directly from the definitions. It will later guarantee that, via the
map of diagram complexes, the two integration maps produce forms of the same degree.
Proposition 5.4. Let γ = [Γ1| · · · |Γp] ∈ B
−p,q(D(m)) be a braid diagram (so that q = |Γ1|+ ...+ |Γp|).
Let r be the order of γ and s be the defect of γ. Then the total degree k := q − p of γ satisfies
k = (n − 2)r + s. 
The following Proposition will merely streamline the argument for surjectivity in cohomology of the map
LD(m)→ B(D(m)) in the next subsection.
Proposition 5.5. The cohomology of the complex B(D(m)) is spanned by braid diagrams [Γ1| · · · |Γp]
of defect zero.
Proof. We use the zig-zag (59) of maps I and I from B(D(m)) to cochains and cohomology respectively.
The map I is nonzero only on diagrams in which all grafts are chords. Thus every γ =
∑
i ciγi ∈
B(D(m)) which is nontrivial in cohomology has at least one term (with nonzero coefficient) γ0 =
[Γ1| · · · |Γp] where each Γi is a chord. Such a diagram γ0 has defect zero. Now view B(D(m)) as the
direct sum over r of its defect r subspaces, and recall that the differential raises defect by one. This
implies that a representative for γ can be taken to be a linear combination of terms of defect zero. 
Remarks 5.6. The following are facts about braid diagrams in defect zero, with proofs sketched or left
as exercises for the reader.
(1) For a defect zero braid diagram γ in which every factor has one graft, the order of γ is
r = p+
∑
|Vfree(Γi)|.
(2) In the case of classical braids (n = 2), defect zero corresponds to total degree zero, or equiva-
lently the main diagonal B−p,p(D(m)).
(3) As noted in the proof of Proposition 5.5, a braid diagram in which every factor is a single chord
has defect zero. Such diagrams span the vanishing line q = (n−1)p in B−p,q(D(m)). However,
not every defect zero diagram lies on this line. For example, the tripod (one free vertex with
three edges to three segment vertices on different segments) is of defect zero, and while it lives
in B−1,1(D(m)) when n = 2, it lives in B−1, 2n−3(D(m)) in general.
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(4) If Γ is an internally connected diagram such that its graft is a trivalent tree, then Γ has defect
zero. This can be checked using trivalence and the fact that a tree has Euler characteristic one.
(5) The converse of the previous statement is not true, as can be seen from diagrams with closed
loops of edges and vertices of valence > 3. However, the surjectivity in cohomology of LD(m)→
B(D(m)) will ensure that cocycles in B(D(m)) can be written as combinations of [Γ1|...|Γp]
where each Γi is internally connected with a trivalent tree as its graft.
5.4. Mapping the complex LD(m) to the bar complex of D(m). We will now define a map ϕ from
the link diagram complex LD(m) to the bar complex of (braid) diagrams B(D(m)). This map will not
quite be a chain map, but we will show in Proposition 5.13 that its restriction to a certain subspace of
cocycles of degree zero is a chain map. We will show in Theorem 5.15 that ϕ induces a surjection onto
the cohomology of B(D(m)) and hence the cohomology of the space of braids. Roughly, ϕ will send a
combination of link diagrams to one where every component lies in a “time slice” Rn, by killing some
diagrams and modifying others. Though the precise definition of ϕ below is lengthy, the idea is simple:
• Kill non-forests, i.e. diagrams with loops of edges.
• Collapse each arc between a pair of legs (i.e. leaves) of a tree. Technically, this operation also
requires multiplying by a certain fractional coefficient.
• View the result as the (sum of all the) braid diagram(s) represented by the resulting picture,
where if the picture does not look like a braid diagram at all, we send it to 0.
The image of a cocycle of link diagrams will have at most as many terms as the original cocycles. In
Proposition 5.17, we will see that equality holds for those cocycles corresponding to Milnor homotopy
invariants.
Definition 5.7. Define a linear map ϕ : LD(m)→ B(D(m)) first on connected diagrams Γ, i.e. those
with just one component:
(Quotient 1) Send to zero each Γ which has a closed path of edges (none of which are arcs), including
possibly a self-loop.
(Collapse) For any other connected diagram Γ, first let Γ be the result of collapsing each arc
between segment vertices s1, s2 on the same component. The result can clearly be
viewed as an unoriented diagram in D(m). Then define
ϕ(Γ) :=
1
k1! · · · km!
Γ,
where ki is the number of segment vertices on the ith strand.
(Orientations) For a connected Γ with ϕ(Γ) 6= 0, define the labeling (i.e. orientation) on ϕ(Γ) as follows.
As mentioned just after Definition 5.2, we may suppose that Γ has a representative
labeling where the segment vertices are labeled first, in order, by their segment and
the segment orientation. In either parity, this canonically determines a labeling of the
result of the collapses of arcs above. Since ϕ(Γ) 6= 0, Γ is a tree, and this guarantees
that an orientation of odd type (free vertex ordering and edge orientations) canonically
determines an orientation of even type (edge ordering). For details, see the Appendix.
This concludes the definition of ϕ for connected Γ. Now we define ϕ on all of LD:
(Quotient 2) Send to zero each Γ in which the order of the segment vertices on each segment does
not induce a partial order on the components, in the following sense. If c 6= c′ are
components of Γ and c → c′ means that on some segment i, there are vertices s < s′
in c, c′ respectively, then the existence of a directed cycle of components c1 → · · · →
ck → c1 for some k ≥ 2 is precisely the condition for Γ to be sent to zero. We will call
such a diagram Γ order-violating.
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(Orientations) For Γ with ϕ(Γ) 6= 0, choose a total order on the components of Γ which respects the
partial order on components induced by the segment vertices. Then relabel Γ so as
to respect this total order. If the new labeling gives the opposite orientation from the
original one on Γ, then multiply by −1. It is clear that this labeling induces a labeling
of each component as an element of D(m).
(Shuffle) Finally, consider all possible total orders of the components of Γ which respect the
partial order induced by the segment vertices. Define ϕ by sending Γ to all the shuffles
in B(D(m)) of its components corresponding to these total orders, where each shuffle
appears with the labeling as induced above and with the sign given in (24). See Example
5.8 (a) below for an illustration (without signs).
For brevity, we will refer to the relations (Quotient 1) and (Quotient 2) as (Q1) and (Q2) respectively.
We will call diagrams that are sent to zero by these quotients as bad diagrams and all other diagrams
good diagrams.
Example 5.8. Below are some examples of the map ϕ, where labelings (and thus signs) are unspecified.
Almost all of these diagrams are in the defect zero subspace, which will be of particular interest.
(a)
7→ ± ±
(b)
7→ 0
(c)
7→ ±
1
2
(d)
7→ 0
(e)
7→ 0
(f)
7→ 0
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(g)
7→ ±
1
2! 3!
It is not difficult to verify the following statement.
Proposition 5.9. The map ϕ is a map of Hopf algebras. 
The next proposition is convenient for organizational purposes.
Proposition 5.10. The defect, order, and (total) degree of a diagram are all preserved by ϕ.
Proof. For each of these three quantities, the value on Γ ∈ LD(m) is the sum of the values on the
components of Γ. Similarly, the value on a braid diagram [Γ1| · · · |Γp] is the sum of the values on each
[Γi], where we interpret the total degree of such a term to be |Γi| − 1. Since every link diagram is sent
to shuffles of its connected components (or zero), it suffices to check the statement in the case that
Γ ∈ LD(m) is connected.
The fact that ϕ preserves order follows from the agreement of the definitions of order in the two settings
and the fact that ϕ preserves the numbers of edges and free vertices. The defect of Γ ∈ LD(m) is
2|E(Γ)| − 3|Vfree(Γ)| − |Vseg(Γ)| (77)
while the defect of an element [Γ] ∈ B(D(m)) is
|E(Γ)| − 2|Vfree(Γ)| − 1. (78)
The only connected link diagrams Γ which map to nonzero elements under ϕ are trees, and we use
again the fact that ϕ preserves the numbers of edges and free vertices. For a tree Γ, one can then
check that indeed (77) and (78) agree, since a tree has Euler characteristic 1 and since |V (Γ)| =
|Vfree(Γ)|+ |Vseg(Γ)|. 
Now ϕ is not a chain map in general, since contracting arcs in a (bad) diagram sent to zero by (Q2)
may produce a (good) diagram whose image under ϕ is nonzero. This can be seen using any diagram
where two components cross each other as in Example 5.8(f). Nonetheless, in Proposition 5.13, we will
see that its restriction to cocycles in the following subspace will be a chain map.
Definition 5.11. Let LDf(m) denote the subspace of LD(m) spanned by diagrams Γ satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) Γ is a forest, in the sense that all its connected components are trees; and
(2) if a component c of Γ touches only one strand, then some segment vertex of another component
c′ must lie between the first and last segment vertices of c (using the order on the segment).
Condition (2) above will be needed only later, in Section 5.5, for a technicality related to Bott–Taubes
configuration space integrals.
We are particularly interested in Z0,∗(LDf(m)), the cocycles of defect zero (and any order) in LDf(m).
This space Z0,∗(LDf(m)) is spanned by trivalent forests. Furthermore, its image in cohomology
H0,∗(LDf(m)) is isomorphic to Z
0,∗(LDf(m)) itself, since there are no cocycles of negative defect
in the link diagram complex LD.
Before proceeding with generalities, we mention two examples of cocycles of defect zero. One example is
µ123 in (10), which represents the Milnor triple linking number. From a graphical perspective, the map ϕ
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is essentially the identity on µ123, a fact generalized to all Milnor homotopy invariants in Proposition 5.17
below. The next example is however more nuanced.
Example 5.12. As one can compute using the 4T relation, the space of finite type 3 invariants for 3-
strand braids is two-dimensional. For one basis element, one can take the sum of braid chord diagrams
− + − + (79)
where the signs shown are for even n. This sum corresponds to only the terms in B(D(3)) which survive
under the map I to cohomology. One can deduce that the full cocycle β in B(D(3)) also includes the
terms (up to sign)
± ± ± .
There is a corresponding cocycle α in LD(3) (as will be guaranteed by Proposition 5.13). The terms in
α mapping to the third diagram above are the two trees with shuffles of leaves on strand 2, each with
coefficient ±1. In addition to the obvious lifts to LD of the two diagrams with a tripod and a chord,
there are two further diagrams in α involving the tripod and a chord (respectively, between strands 1 and
2 and strands 2 and 3); each of these diagrams has coefficient ±1. The remainder of the terms are chord
diagrams, including those in (79) as well as others, determined by the STU relations, the coefficients
of the diagrams with free vertices, and the coefficients of the chord braid diagrams. This example thus
illustrates how the map ϕ simplifies configuration space integral formulas for braid invariants. 
We now show that the restriction of ϕ to Z0,∗(LDf(m)) is a chain map. (For this restriction, the relation
(Q1) becomes vacuous.) By abuse of notation, we also let ϕ denote this restriction.
Proposition 5.13. The restriction of ϕ to Z0,∗(LDf(m)) satisfies dϕ = ϕd. Thus its image is contained
in the space Z0,∗(B(D(m))) of cocycles of defect zero.
Proof. Let γ ∈ Z0,∗(LDf(m)). We have dγ = 0, and we want to show that d(ϕ(γ)) = 0. The terms
appearing in dγ come from edge and arc contractions. The terms appearing in d(ϕ(γ)) come from edge
contractions and from identifying two time-slices (the bar differential).
We will use the fact that the STU relation (74) is a condition satisfied by the coefficients of any cocycle
γ of defect zero. This is [52, Proposition 3.29]; see also [25, Proposition 1] for an alternative proof of
essentially the same fact.
Given a diagram Γ, call a diagram Γ′ a leaf shuffle of Γ if Γ′ is obtained from Γ by a rearrangement of
the leaves on each segment (and a possible relabeling, i.e. up to orientation/sign). The STU condition
and the fact that all the diagrams in γ are forests establishes the following claim.
Claim 5.14. If γ ∈ Z0,∗(LDf(m)) and the diagram Γ
′ is a leaf shuffle of Γ, then the coefficients of Γ
and Γ′ in γ agree up to sign. Thus if Γ appears in γ, then so do all its leaf shuffles, and with the same
coefficient (up to sign).
For example, if γ has one of the two diagrams below with coefficient c, then the other appears with a
coefficient ±c:
To show that d(ϕ(γ)) = 0, we will show that
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(1) the contributions from contracting edges between free vertices sum to zero;
(2) the remaining contributions sum to zero.
To use the fact that dγ = 0, we set some notation. First, suppose Γ ∈ B−p,∗(D(m)) is a braid diagram
appearing in ϕ(γ). For a permutation σ ∈ Σp, let σΓ be the result of permuting the factors of Γ by σ.
Then all the shuffles σΓ which give rise to the same partial order of the components of Γ (using the
orientation of the segments) must appear in ϕ(γ), as in Example 5.8 (a) above. Thus
∑
σ σΓ appears
in ϕ(γ) (with some coefficient), where the sum is taken over all such partial-order-preserving shuffles.
For step (1), consider contractions of edges between free vertices in ϕ(γ). We claim that such terms
in ϕ(γ) are in correspondence with edge contraction terms from good diagrams in γ. Indeed, given an
edge e between free vertices, every term Γ/e in dϕ(γ) is part of a sum
∑
σ σ(Γ/e). Then Claim 5.14
implies that each term
∑
σ σ(Γ/e) in dϕ(γ) is matched by an edge contraction in each of k1! · · · km!
diagrams in γ that map to
∑
σ σΓ under ϕ. The division by k1! · · · km! in the definition of ϕ establishes
the correspondence. (This is the only part where we use the forest condition to show that this restriction
of ϕ is a chain map.) Now note that an edge contraction in a bad diagram yields another bad diagram.
This implies that all the terms in dϕ(γ) involving the contraction of an edge between free vertices sum
to zero.
For step (2), consider first a term in dϕ(γ) from one of the summands in the bar differential. (We
will ultimately treat the contraction of an edge between a free vertex and segment vertex in case (b)
below.) By definition, a diagram in ϕ(γ) has only one component in each bar factor, so there are two
possibilities for a term in dϕ(γ): either
(a) it has two components on disjoint sets of strands in some time-slice or
(b) it has the contraction to one component of two components Γi and Γi+1 in ϕ(γ), where there
at least one arc between a vertex on Γi and a vertex on Γi+1
In case (a), the shuffle in the definition of ϕ ensures that such contributions cancel in pairs.
For case (b), let Γ = [Γ1| . . . |Γp] be a braid diagram in ϕ(γ) with components Γt and Γu that are
contracted together in some term of dΓ. Thus |t − u| = 1, and without loss of generality, u = t+ 1.
Find Γ ∈ LD(m) with ϕ(Γ) =
∑
σ σΓ as above. Then Γ is necessarily a good diagram. Let Γt and Γu
be the components in Γ corresponding to Γt and Γu respectively, and let Γ
′ be the (good) link diagram
with the order of Γt and Γu swapped. (That is, to obtain Γ
′ from Γ, one swaps segment vertices of Γt
and Γu until on each segment, all the segment vertices of Γu precede those of Γt.) Suppose Γt and Γu
have respectively ki and k
′
i leaves on the ith strand. We will consider all the diagrams from iterating STU
relations which involve swaps of leaves of Γt and Γu (the diagrams T and U, or possibly U and T) and a
third diagram where Γt and Γu are joined into one component by adding a free vertex (the S diagram).
A priori, these STU relations involve some bad diagrams. Our goal is to combine these relations to get
relations involving only good diagrams. By Claim 5.14, the coefficient of any link diagram agrees with
that of any other link diagram which differs by only a shuffle of leaves on the same component along
a given strand (and has the appropriate orientation). Thus we may consider diagrams up to such leaf
shuffles on the i-th strand. (For example, up to leaf shuffles, there are
∑m
i=1 kik
′
i diagrams of type S,
by keeping track of only the order of the segment vertices of Γt and Γu.)
Without loss of generality (by relabeling), we may assume that the strands with vertices from both
components are labeled 1, 2, 3, ..., ℓ ≤ m. We start on strand 1. By repeatedly using the STU relation
on strand 1 and combining these relations into a telescoping sum, one can “move each of the k1 leaves
of Γt on strand 1 past each of the k
′
1 leaves of Γu on strand 1.” More precisely, we obtain the vanishing
of the sum (with the appropriate signs) of the coefficient of Γ, the coefficients of k1k
′
1 diagrams of
type S (call them S(1, 1, 1), ..., S(1, k1 , k
′
1)), and a diagram Γ
′′ with all the k1 leaves moved past all
the k′1 leaves. Abusing notation and representing the coefficients by the same symbols as the diagrams
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themselves, we may write
Γ +
k1,k
′
1∑
(j,j′)=(1,1)
S(1, j, j′) + Γ′′ = 0
where signs have also been omitted. The last term Γ′′ is a bad diagram, but by applying the same
procedure, we may replace it by a sum of k2k
′
2 diagrams of type S and a bad diagram with k1 + k2
leaves moved past k′1 + k
′
2 leaves. Continuing, we obtain the vanishing of the sum (with appropriate
signs) of the coefficient of Γ, the coefficients of
∑
i kik
′
i diagrams of type S, and the coefficient of Γ
′:
Γ +
ℓ∑
i=1
ki,k
′
i∑
(j,j′)=(1,1)
S(i, j, j′) + Γ′ = 0 (80)
Moreover, all of these diagrams are good. Up to the equivalence relation of leaf shuffles, these are
precisely the diagrams whose images under ϕ contribute a term c[Γ1| . . . |ΓtΓu| . . . |Γp] (where c is some
coefficient). Again, the division by factorials in the definition of ϕ guarantees that the coefficient of each
equivalence class in ϕ(γ) ∈ B(D) coincides with the coefficient of any representative in γ ∈ LD(m).
Thus all terms of the form c[Γ1| . . . |ΓtΓu| . . . |Γp] combine to zero in dϕ(γ). This accounts for all terms
in dϕ(γ) where two time slices are identified. It also accounts for all terms in dϕ(γ) where an edge
from a free vertex to a segment vertex is contracted in some diagram ΓS: any such contribution must
be cancelled by some c[Γ1| . . . |ΓtΓu| . . . |Γp], in which case ΓS = ϕ(S(i, j, j
′)) for some S(i, j, j′) as in
(80). 
We can now finally address the left vertical map in our main square (1). Write H∗,∗(B(D(m))) for the
cohomology of B(D(m)), bigraded by defect and order, just like H∗,∗(LDf(m)). (Recall that defect and
order differ from the original bigrading on B(D(m)).)
Theorem 5.15. The map ϕ induces a surjection H0,∗(LDf(m)) // // H
∗,∗(B(D(m))) in cohomology.
Proof. Proposition 5.13 guarantees that the restriction of ϕ to defect zero cocycles induces a map on
cohomology. By Proposition 5.10, there is a further restriction map
H0,n(LDf(m)) −→ H
0,n(B(D(m)))
between subspaces of diagrams of defect zero and order n. We know from Proposition 5.5 that all the
cohomology of the bar complex is concentrated in defect zero, so it will suffice to establish surjectivity
for each n. By another mild abuse of notation, we will simply refer to this restriction to bidegree (0, n)
of the induced map in cohomology as ϕ.
We will use facts about finite type invariants for links and braids in R3. In particular, the surjectivity will
be a consequence of diagram (81) below, namely its commutativity, the isomorphisms on the right-hand
vertical edge, and the surjectivity of the left-hand edge followed by the bottom row.
H0,n(LDf(m))
ϕ //
 _

H0,n(B(D(m)))
∼=

H0,n(LD(m))
∼= // //
∫
∼=

(CDn(m)/4T )
∗ // // (BCDn(m)/Y B)
∗
LVn(m)/LVn−1(m) LVn(m)/LVn−1(m)
∼=
OO
// // BVn(m)/BVn−1(m)
∼=
OO
(81)
We first define the spaces involved.
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• The spaces CDn(m) and BCDn(m) are respectively the spaces of chord diagrams and braid chord
diagrams with n chords on m strands. The relations Y B are the Yang–Baxter Lie relations (63)
and (64).
• The spaces LVn(m) and BVn(m) are respectively the space of type n isotopy invariants of
m-component long links and type n isotopy invariants of m-component (pure) braids.
We now explain the maps.
• The horizontal map to (CDn/4T )
∗ is given by killing all trivalent diagrams that are not chord
diagrams.
• The downward vertical map to (BCDn/Y B)
∗ is defined similarly, and it is an isomorphism by
Theorem 3.14.
• The map (CDn/4T )
∗ → (BCDn/Y B)
∗ kills all chord diagrams that are not braid diagrams.
Commutativity of the top square is then clear.
• The bottom row is induced by dualizing the inclusion of (isotopy classes of) pure braids into
(isotopy classes of) long links.
• The upward vertical maps from the bottom row are the canonical maps (from finite type theory)
from invariants to weight systems. Here braid invariants map to weight systems in (BCD(m))∗
because of Artin’s theorem [7] that an isotopy of braids in the space of long links can be taken
to be an isotopy in the subspace of braids. Commutativity of the lower right square is now clear.
• The downward map H0,n(LDf(m)) → LVn/LVn−1 in the first column is the composition
H0,n(LDf(m)) → LVn → LVn/LVn−1 of a certain integration map followed by projection. It
is inverse to the canonical map, i.e. the bottom left square commutes.
Habegger and Masbaum considered the tree part of the Kontsevich integral, i.e., the left-hand vertical
composition, where the map
∫
is given by the Kontsevich integral. (Actually, because of condition (2)
in Definition 5.11, our subspace LDf(m) does not include quite all forests, but it is not difficult to
see via the Hopf algebra structure on LD(m) that the difference between the subspace of all forest
diagrams and LDf(m) corresponds to finite type concordance invariants of knots.) Among their results
is the fact that the composition H0,n(LDf(m)) → BVn(m)/BVn−1(m) is surjective. Indeed, in the
proof of Theorem 16.1 in [35], they show that the dual map from the corresponding filtration quotient
of braids to order n tree (i.e. forest) diagrams is injective. The key point there is that the dual of
BVn(m)/BVn−1(m) can be identified with a quotient in a filtration by Milnor (concordance) invariants,
and these are precisely the invariants coming from forest diagrams. 
Remarks 5.16.
(1) The composition H0,n(LDf(m))→ BVn(m)/BVn−1(m) is not injective. In fact, Habegger and
Masbaum showed that H0,n(LDf(m)) → LVn(m)/LVn−1(m) maps isomorphically onto the
corresponding filtration quotient of finite type concordance invariants of string links. So for
example, for n = 3, m = 2, its image contains the Milnor invariant µ1122, which detects the
Whitehead link, but which must map to 0 in BV3(2)/BV2(2) = 0. For general m and n, the
dimension of this kernel can be found by comparing Willerton’s work on Vassiliev invariants of
pure braids [70, Chapter 4] to Orr’s result on Milnor concordance invariants [62, Theorem 15].
(2) The surjectivity above is reminiscent of the fact that concordance coincides with isotopy for
braids; see [56, Section 3] or [39, Section 5]. However, we need the surjectivity at the level of
filtration quotients, rather than at the level of all braid invariants.
We next characterize the map ϕ on certain cocycles in LDf(m) ⊂ LD(m). Recall that a link invariant
is a homotopy invariant if its value is unaffected by changing a crossing involving any single strand.
Milnor’s link invariants are well defined integers for long links, and a certain subset of them are homotopy
invariants [59, 34]. They are also finite type invariants, so there are cocycles in LD(m) which map to
them under the Bott–Taubes integral. The cocycles corresponding to Milnor’s homotopy invariants lie
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in the subcomplex HD(m) ⊂ LDf(m) of forests where the leaves of each tree lie on distinct segments
[52, 53].6
Proposition 5.17. Let γ ∈ HD(m) be a cocycle associated to a Milnor link-homotopy invariant. Then
all of the diagrams appearing in γ are good diagrams, and the diagrams in ϕ(γ) are in bijection with
those in γ.
Proof. Call a diagram in LD(m) arc-connected if every pair of vertices can be joined by a path of
edges and arcs. It was shown in [53] that the cocycle corresponding to a Milnor homotopy invariant via
the Bott–Taubes configuration space integral map is a linear combination of trivalent trees in HD(m),
plus some linear combination of diagrams in HD(m) with fewer free vertices coming from applying
all possible STU relations. A trivalent tree is clearly a good, arc-connected diagram. In each STU
relation, with the tree as S, the diagrams T and U are not only arc-connected but also good, using
the fact that the leaves of the tree lie on distinct segments. Moreover, each component of T and U
is a tree with leaves on distinct segments. Proceeding by downward induction on the number of free
vertices in a diagram appearing in γ, the same argument shows that all the diagrams in γ are good and
arc-connected. The goodness implies that none are sent to zero by ϕ. The arc-connectedness implies
that the partial order on the components induced by the orders of the segment vertices is a total order,
so there is only one shuffle of the components respecting this order. 
Remark 5.18. This result of course generalizes to linear combinations of Milnor invariants, but it does
not quite hold for cocycles associated to arbitrary link-homotopy invariants. Nonetheless, it fails in
a relatively mild way. In fact, any link-homotopy invariant is a polynomial in Milnor invariants. The
Bott–Taubes configuration space integral map from LD(m) takes the shuffle product to the product of
invariants. Thus if γ ∈ LD(m) corresponds to a link-homotopy invariant, each diagram in γ is a shuffle
product of good diagrams. The map ϕ simply kills all the shuffles which are order-violating diagrams.
5.5. Relating formality, Chen’s integrals, and configuration space integrals. With the map ϕ of
diagram complexes in hand, we can now finish the proof of our main result, stated in the Introduction
and recalled below for convenience. It remains only to check the compatibility of the two types of
integrals from a diagram complex to the cohomology of an embedding space.
Theorem 5.19. Let n ≥ 3. Via the map ϕ of diagram complexes, Bott–Taubes integration on forest
diagrams in LD(m) agrees with the composition of the formality integration map I followed by Chen’s
iterated integrals on B(D(m)). That is, we have the following commutative diagram:
H0,k(LDf(m))
r
Bott−Taubes //
ϕ

Hk(n−2)(Emb(
∐
mR,R
n+1)
ι∗

H0,k(B(D(m)))
r
Chen
◦
r
formality
∼=
// Hk(n−2)(ΩConf(m,Rn))
(82)
By Theorem 3.14, the cohomology of the space of braids is nontrivial only in degrees that are multiples
of (n− 2), so for various k the classes above capture all the cohomology.
Proof. The surjectivity of the map ϕ was established in Theorem 5.15, while the bottom row is an
isomorphism by Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.1. So it remains to prove that the square commutes.
We first set some notation. Let Γ ∈ LD0,n be a link diagram of defect 0 and order n. Let ConfL be
the total space of the bundle associated to the link diagram Γ, as in (75), but with the numbers of
6Furthermore, finite type invariants separate long links up to link homotopy [10] and Bott–Taubes integrals yield such
invariants [52], so the image of the Bott–Taubes integration map H0,∗(HD(m)) → H0(Link(
∐
m
R,R3)) is large enough
to distinguish elements of H0(Link(
∐
m
R,R3)).
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vertices suppressed from the notation. Let FL denote its fiber. Let ConfB denote the total space of the
bundle over which the composite of integration maps
∫
Chen ◦
∫
formality is performed, and let FB denote
its fiber. A point in FB consists of some number of configuration points in R
n and a point in a simplex
∆p. A point in ConfB consists of this data plus a braid. Let αΓ be the form on ConfL associated to
the diagram Γ. Let αϕ(Γ) be the form on ConfB associated to the braid diagram ϕ(Γ). Establishing
commutativity of the square then amounts to showing that ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ =
∫
FB
αϕ(Γ). (The map ι
∗ was
defined in Section 1.2.)
The main idea is to consider forms on Sn supported near a time slice Rn ⊂ Rn+1 perpendicular to the
flow of the braid, and to use such forms to define αΓ in the Bott–Taubes integral. We first address
the independence of
∫
FL
αΓ from this choice of form. In [52, Theorem 4.36], this independence was
proven for n + 1 ≥ 5. To cover the case of ambient dimension 4, we must recall that proof. It is
clear that different volume forms on Sn yield cohomologous forms for αΓ, so suppose α1 and α2 are
two cohomologous forms to be fiberwise integrated. Let β be a form with dβ = α1 − α2. By Stokes’
Theorem,
∫
FL
α1 is cohomologous to
∫
FL
α2 precisely if
∫
∂FL
β = 0. This latter condition is ensured
by partitioning the contributions from various faces constituting ∂FL and using cancellation, symmetry,
and degeneracy arguments. The cancellation, symmetry, and some of the degeneracy arguments are
independent of the ambient dimension. For the degeneracy arguments, since β is a primitive of α1−α2,
one must show that the image of the appropriate face in ConfL in
∏
Sn has codimension at least 2.
The only faces for which the argument depends on n are those involving a collision of vertices in a
subgraph Γ′ ⊂ Γ where all free vertices have valence at least 3 and all segment vertices have valence at
least 1. But any diagram Γ ∈ LDf
0,∗(m) consists of trivalent trees, so such a subgraph Γ′ would have
to be a union of components of Γ. A collision of all the vertices of Γ′ is then impossible, by condition
(2) in Definition 5.11 of the subspace LDf
0,∗(m) ⊂ LD0,∗(m).
Having noted that the Bott–Taubes integral is independent of the choice of volume form on Sn, we
take a sequence of antipodally symmetric forms (ωℓ)
∞
ℓ=1 on S
n with support in increasingly small δ-
neighborhoods of Sn−1, the equator in the hyperplane perpendicular to the flow of the braid. Let αΓ,ℓ
be the form on ConfL associated to the diagram Γ and the form ωℓ on S
n. By the independence of the
integral from the choice of form and thus ℓ, we may write
∫
FL
αΓ to denote
∫
FL
αΓ,ℓ for any ℓ without
ambiguity. We let ω be the form on the equator Sn−1 such that
∫
Sn
ωℓ →
∫
Sn−1
ω, and we use this
form to define αϕ(Γ).
We will now check commutativity by dividing the defect zero forest diagrams in LD(m) into good
diagrams and bad diagrams.
Good diagrams: For a good diagram Γ, the two integrals ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ and
∫
FB
αϕ(Γ) differ as follows:
(a) The fiber FL has configurations where vertices on the same component do not lie in a time-slice,
i.e. a hyperplane {t}×Rn, whereas in the fiber FB , vertices on the same component are always
cohyperplanar.
(b) The form αΓ is pulled back from a product of S
n’s, whereas the form αϕ(Γ) is pulled back from
a product of Sn−1’s.
Using the sequence of forms ωℓ on S
n, we see that the contributions to ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ from non-cohyperplanar
configurations are arbitrarily small, and the remaining contributions are essentially measured by a form
on Sn−1. So while the sequence ωℓ does not strictly speaking converge to a form, we claim that the
resulting sequence of integrals does converge:
ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ,ℓ
ℓ→∞ //
∫
FB
αϕ(Γ)
The independence of the left-hand integral from the choice of form ωℓ then implies that these integrals
are constant as a function of ℓ, establishing the commutativity of the diagram in this case. Modulo
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contributions from configurations with points outside of I ×Rn, the convergence is not difficult to see.
The point is that FB embeds into FL as the subspace where configurations on a single component
are cohyperplanar; this embedding comes from a map ∆p → Conf((i1, . . . , im),
∐m
1 R) defined via the
appropriate diagonal maps.7
We finally address contributions from configurations with some points outside of I ×Rn. First, we can
extend a loop I → Conf(m,Rn) to a map R → Conf(m,Rn) that is constant outside I. Then the
Chen integral agrees with the integral over p-tuples t1 ≤ ... ≤ tp where the ti are not constrained to lie
in [0, 1]; indeed, for p-tuples oustide of ∆p, the evaluation map factors through a positive-codimension
subspace. Finally, while we technically need the link strands to approach infinity in different directions
to make sense of the configuration space integrals, we take a path parametrized by say s ∈ [a, b] from
such an embedding of
∐
m[1,∞) to the one with parallel strands, i.e. given by the m maps t 7→ (t, xi).
We enlarge the space of long links to include all the behaviors at infinity parametrized by s ∈ [a, b). On
this space, the configuration space integrals can be defined. The integral at time b is well defined only
for cohyperplanar configurations, in which case we get the Chen integral, but this is the limit as s→ b
of the configuration space integrals. This completes the check of commutativity for good diagrams.
(The reader may consider the above argument in the example of the cohomology class corresponding
to a pairwise linking number, i.e. a diagram Γij with a single chord. In its configuration space integral,
one integrates an n-form over (t1, t2) ∈ R
2. By taking only contributions near the equator, the integrals
approach the integral of an (n− 1)-form over the diagonal subspace (t, t) ∈ R2.)
Bad diagrams: Since LDf(m) consists of forests, a bad diagram in LDf(m) must be order-violating.
For these bad diagrams, it suffices to show the vanishing of ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ. Let Γ be an order-violating
diagram with components (c1 → · · · → cj → c1) that cannot be ordered. Recall that every arrow
corresponds to an arc between a pair of adjacent segment vertices. Let S be the subspace of ConfB
where each such pair of segment vertices has collided, meaning that in (t1 ≤ ... ≤ tp) ∈ ∆
p, some
of the ti are equal. Note again that ConfB embeds into ConfL, using appropriate diagonals to map
∆p → Conf((i1, . . . , im),
∐m
1 R). Considering the same sequence of forms ωℓ on S
n with support
approaching the equator, we obtain zero contribution to
∫
FL
αΓ outside of any neighborhood of the
image of S in ConfL. But S has positive codimension in each fiber of ConfB and hence in each fiber
of ConfL, so we conclude that ι
∗
∫
FL
αΓ = 0. 
Remark 5.20. We can show that ι∗
∫
FL
αΓ = 0 for any diagram Γ that is not a forest. Indeed, we can
reason as above that this form is approximated arbitrarily well by a form that is an integral over ConfB .
If the Euler characteristic of a component of Γ is ≤ 0, then the latter form has degree strictly lower than
the degree of the former, showing that it must be zero. However, it is not immediately clear whether
the configuration space integrals for diagrams in LD of defect > 0 vanish for braids.
Corollary 5.21. The inclusion of the space of braids into the space of long links in Rn+1 induces a
surjection in cohomology with real coefficients H∗(Ln+1m )։ H
∗(ΩConf(m,Rn)) for all n ≥ 3.
Proof. This follows from the square (82), in particular from the isomorphism in the bottom row, the
surjectivity of the left vertical map, and the commutativity of the diagram. 
The above statement mirrors the situation for classical links and braids. See Remark 6.2 below.
7Note that we need the shuffles in the definition of ϕ to attain all the possible configurations in ConfL with each
component lying in a hyperplane.
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6. The case of braids in R3
In the classical case n = 2, our main theorem essentially holds with one modification: the cohomology of
the bar complex no longer maps isomorphically onto the cohomology ofm-strand pure braids. Indeed, we
can see that for evenm = 2, the map cannot be an isomorphism. In that case, H∗(B(D(2))) is an infinite
direct sum (with the sum taken over different numbers of chords), while H0(ΩConf(2,R2)) ∼= H0(ΩS1)
is dual to an infinite direct sum (with the sum taken over different winding numbers), hence an infinite
direct product. As explained below, this is in some sense the only obstacle to extending the full theorem
for n ≥ 3 to n = 2. Recall the definition of finite invariants of pure braids of type k, as in Section 1.1.
Theorem 6.1. Let n = 2. For an appropriate choice of form on S2, there is a commutative square
H0,k(LDf(m))
r
Bott−Taubes //
ϕ

H0(Emb(
∐
mR,R
3)
ι∗

H0,k(B(D(m)))
r
Chen
◦
r
formality// H0(ΩConf(m,R2))
where the bottom horizontal arrow maps isomorphically onto the filtration quotient Vk(Pm)/Vk−1(Pm)
of finite type invariants of pure braids of type k.
Remarks 6.2.
(1) Although this theorem is slightly weaker than the version for n ≥ 3, it is not much weaker. First,
since Conf(m,R2) is a K(π, 1) space [28], the only nontrivial cohomology of ΩConf(m,R2)
is in degree zero. Second, while the maps H0,k(B(D(m)))→ H0(ΩConf(m,R2)) for various k
are not isomorphisms, they are strong enough to separate pure braids. For example, [41] and
[60] contain proofs of the fact that finite type invariants separate pure braids, using powers of
the augmentation ideal of the pure braid group.
(2) The inclusion j : Emb(
∐
mR,R
3) → Link(
∐
mR,R
3) from embedded links to link maps
induces an injection j∗ on H0, from homotopy invariants to isotopy invariants of long links. Since
isotopy classes of pure braids surject onto homotopy classes of string links [33], the composition
ι∗ ◦ j∗ is injective, and we may view homotopy invariants as a subset of H0(ΩConf(m,R2)).
The previous remark then implies that the image of (either) composition in the above square
separates long links up to homotopy, as also guaranteed by Proposition 5.17 and the fact that
Bott–Taubes integrals restricted to HD(m) ⊂ LDf(m) separate such homotopy classes [52, 10].
(3) While either composition in the square above is not a surjection in cohomology, the analogue of
Corollary 5.21 holds, that is, the map ι∗ is still a surjection in this classical case. In fact, Artin’s
theorem that braids isotopic as long links are isotopic as braids [7] implies that the map ι∗ is
injective on H0 and thus ι
∗ is surjective on H0. (It is trivially a surjection in higher degrees.)
Proof of Theorem 6.1. First note that the map ϕ and its surjectivity in cohomology are independent of
n, and the map ι can be defined for any n ≥ 2. Next, we address the top horizontal map. In general,
for n + 1 = 3, configuration space integrals require the addition of an anomaly term for arbitrary link
invariants from LD(m). However, this anomaly term is only required to cancel contributions from
boundary faces where the colliding vertices correspond precisely to a connected component of a diagram
Γ. Condition (2) in Definition 5.11 rules out such a possibility for Γ ∈ LDf(m). So the anomaly
correction is not needed for these diagrams, and the top horizontal map is well defined.
The formality integral I : D(m) → C∗dR(Conf(m,R
2)) is still a quasi-isomorphism for n = 2 (though
for showing formality in this case, one can embed the cochains directly into cohomology [5]). As in
Theorem 2.8, this passes to a quasi-isomorphism of bar complexes. (Computing the cohomology of the
bar complex for n = 2 then proceeds as for n ≥ 3, yielding a similar result, but concentrated in total
degree 0.)
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For the Chen integral map, first recall from Remarks 5.6 that defect 0 and order k correspond to
the main diagonal B−p,p(D(m)) with p ≤ k. For a space that is not simply connected, such as
Conf(m,R2), the Chen integral does not compute the whole loop space cohomology, but it does
tell us about H0. Let Fk H0(B(C∗dR Conf(m,R
2))) denote the cohomology in total degree 0 repre-
sented by B−p,p(C∗dR Conf(m,R
2)) with p ≤ k. Let J be the augmentation ideal in the group ring
R[π1(Conf(m,R
2))] = R[Pm]. By [20], we know that the Chen integral gives an isomorphism
Fk H0(B(C∗dR Conf(m,R
2)))
∼=
−→ Hom(J/Jp+1,R)
The right side above is Vk(Pm)/R, the space of type k finite type invariants modulo constant functions.
Finally, we address the commutativity of the diagram. The proof proceeds as for the case n ≥ 3, using a
limit of forms with support in smaller and smaller neighborhoods of the equatorial S1 ⊂ S2 perpendicular
to the flow of the braid. The key question is again whether the Bott–Taubes integral depends on the
choice of form on S2. As in the proof of Theorem 5.19, the question reduces to whether
∫
∂F
β = 0,
where β is a primitive for the difference α2 − α1 of two forms to be integrated. Again, the cancellation
and symmetry arguments are independent of n. For the degeneracy arguments, one can show that the
images of all the relevant faces have codimension 2, except for the case where a component of Γ collides
with∞. (For example, if we take the tripod on 3 strands, the αi are 6-forms, and the face where all the
vertices approach ∞ has dimension 5, so there is no reason for the integral of the 5-form β to vanish.)
However, if we assume that the behavior of our long links towards infinity is affine-linear in the xy-plane,
we can guarantee the vanishing along such faces by choosing a form that vanishes in a neighborhood
of the equator S1 in the xy-plane (see [52, Proposition 4.31] for details). 
Appendix A. Orientations of diagrams
In mapping between link diagrams and braid diagrams, we need to convert between an orientation of
“odd type” and an orientation of “even type,” since a loop of configurations of points in Rn is a long
link in Rn+1. For braid diagrams Γ, an orientation of odd type consists of an ordering of the vertices and
an orientation of every edge, whereas an orientation of even type consists of an ordering of the edges.
The same is true for link diagrams, except that an orientation of even type consists of an ordering of
the edges and an ordering of the segment vertices. We used the following key fact in Definition 5.7.
Proposition A.1. Suppose that Γ is a connected link diagram whose component is a tree, i.e. there are
no closed loops of edges. Then an orientation of odd type on Γ corresponds canonically to an orientation
of even type on Γ and vice-versa.
Proof. This fact follows from the statements in Table 1 in Section 3.1 of the unpublished manuscript
of Kuperberg and Thurston [54], where various types of orientations are viewed as parity functors. The
proofs of those statements are essentially given in the Appendix of D. Thurston’s undergraduate thesis
[68] by considering orientations on the vector spaces in an exact sequence. The key points in this special
case of a tree Γ are that H1(Γ) = 0, and one can choose an orientation for the one-dimensional space
H0(Γ) by viewing it as formal R-multiples of the single component of Γ. We will however give a slightly
more explicit correspondence.
Suppose Γ is a tree. Choose any vertex to be the root, and consider an odd type labeling of Γ that is
flow-preserving. By this we mean a labeling where the root is labeled 1, and all edges are oriented away
from the root, and every edge points from lower to higher vertex labels. This determines an even type
orientation by taking the ith edge to be the one which is oriented towards vertex i+ 1.
In the other direction, suppose again that a vertex of the tree Γ is designated as the root, and consider an
even type labeling of Γ that is flow-preserving. By this we mean a labeling where in any path the edge-
labels increase moving away from the root. Then for the edge with the first label, label the endpoints
1,2, and orient this edge to point from 1 to 2. (Either choice gives the same odd type orientation.) This
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determines an odd type orientation by (inductively) labeling the (so far) unlabeled endpoint of edge i
with the label i+ 1.
Of course not every labeling is flow-preserving, but by definition every labeling σ is equivalent to either
τ or −τ for some flow-preserving labeling τ . The fact that the composition of the two correspondences
on flow-preserving labelings is the identity shows that the map is well defined and an isomorphism of
parity functors. 
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